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ABSTRACT

The objective of this work is to derive and elucidate the 

Gaussian, first and third order properties of a type of unsymmetrical 
optical system that we call Tilted Component Optical Systems. These 

may be described as ones in which, the assemblage of components is 

defined with respect to a reference axis that is a ray path. In its 
simplest, embodiment the principal points of all components, the center 

of the object, and the center of the aperture stop all lie on the refer 

ence axis. This restriction, which is shown to be minor, simplifies 
the equations governing the properties of the tilted component optical 

system and provides a foundation for their design and analysis.

It is shown that the Gaussian properties of the completely 

unsymmetrical system differ very little from those of familiar rotation 

ally symmetrical systems. The main difference is that the imagery is 
typically anamorphic. In the two principal meridians, which are always 

orthogonal, the usual rules for symmetric systems can be applied.

The first approximation to the Gaussian properties is derived 

and shown to be useful for vectorially representing the tilt of the 

image plane. It is shown that relative to the reference axis the 

mapping of the marginal ray is sensibly the same as it is in a symmet
rical optical system containing the same components. . The mapping of 

principal rays, with whose angles of incidence the aberration function 

will be obtained, is shown to behave in a simple linear manner.
xii



A- vectorial representationcalled an Angle Space Diagram, serves as a 

design aid revealing the principal ray angles of incidence on every 

optical surface.
It is shown that to a practical.approximation the aberration 

contributions, arising at each spherical surface will show rotational 
symmetry about particular principal rays. Aspheric surfaces are 

included by treating them as the sum of a spherical curve and a fourth 
order deformation., The contribution to the third order aberration 
function from the spherical surface is symmetric about a principal ray 
passing through the center of curvature of the surface, this ray being 

termed a Local Axis of the surface. The contribution from the aspheric 

deformation is symmetric about a different principal ray, typically 
the reference axis itself. The third order aberration function of the 

tilted component system is the vector sum of all surface contributions.
The third order terms forming the aberration function combine 

to give new forms which when analyzed are shown not to differ from 

those arising in simple rotationally symmetric components. The apparent 

complexity of the aberration function observed in unsymmetrical optical 
systems is due to the separate contributing terms not sharing a common 
principal meridian. Although the analytical description of the third : 

order aberration function is complicated, it is shown that its con^ 

ceptualization is simple.
The principles; used to design tilted component optical systems 

are almost the same as those used to design conventional systems, but 

in addition it is necessary to observe boundary conditions that are



specifically involved with the tilts of the components. Means for 

controlling these are discussed.
Various approaches that an optical designer might take to create 

tilted component optical systems, both analytically and empirically, 
are discussed and illustrated with examples. Some of these exhibit 
wide-field optical correction. Computer raytracing shows that the 

results are in good agreement with first and third order prediction 

even though the designs are considerably beyond the realm where low 

order prediction is considered reliable.
No exceptions to the behavior predicted by theory were observed 

in the exact analyses. -



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

When an optical system has all the centers of curvature of its 

components lying on a single straight line, we term it symmetric. Most 
existing optical instruments can be so described, but there is a growing 
interest, stimulated largely by laser technology, in systems which lack 
this axis of rotational symmetry. These are termed unsymmetric optical 

systems. Their use is unavoidable in spectroscopy and holography, and 
advantageous in many other fields. For instance, by departing from 

symmetry we can eliminate obscurations in reflective and catadioptric 

instruments in order to enhance contrast and transmission, or in order 

to eliminate discontinuities which can have destructive consequences in 

high power laser systems. Greater freedom in the use of normally 

deleterious components such as beamsplitters, gratings and polarizers 
is found with unsymmetrical designs, and the infrared engineer will 
appreciate the advantage of using tipped components to eliminate spurious 
reflections. There are, of course, known solutions to most current prob
lems, but many of the existing solutions are inefficient and needlessly 
expensive. A theory to permit practical optical design is the objective 

of this present work.

. Historical
Optical theorists.in most instances have been closely associated 

with commercial optical houses, and it is not surprising that the pressing

1



2
problems were given first attention. The unsymmietrical system in its 

early days was apparently little more than a pedagogical curiosity, and 
so its literature is not extensive. As explained by Abbe (Czapski, 1893) 
the fundamental concept of an ideal optical system holds that for every 

line and point in object space there will be a unique conjugate line and 
point in image space. This is the principle of collineation, and it is 

unaffected by the construction or symmetry of the optics. Except for a 

plane mirror, no real system ever attains this ideal but it serves as a 

guide nonetheless. Although Abbe's treatment was not the first, it seems 

to have survived as the most commonly referenced (e.g., Southall, 1914; 
Chretien, 1959). Some recent authors have addressed particular design 

implications of collineation, notably Brouwer (1953); Scandone and Bal- 
lerini (1959); and Bartkowska (1964). Our own work is based on Abbe's, 

but we carry the treatment further so that it may be applied to optical 

design. -
Aberration theory of the unsymmetrical optical system has gener

ally been approached indirectly by considering disturbances to a nomin

ally symmetric system. Conrady (1919) used this approach to devise a 
system for setting fabrication tolerances on symmetric lenses. Epstein 
(1949) derived the effects of differential perturbations on a symmetric 
lens, and Marechal (1950a) dealt with the same problem in a slightly dif
ferent fashion. His student, Montel (1953), cataloged and discussed 

the third order aberrations; of the slightly disturbed symmetrical optical 

system.



Kiuti (.1951) and Ukita and Tsujiuchi (1954) have derived expres
sions for the wave aberration of decentered symmetric systems. Stephan 
(1959), under the direction of Van Heel, derived fifth order aberrations.
In Stephan's day, optical design was done by hand on slow mechanical 
calculating machines, and in this context he commented in his paper that 

the prodigious amount of additional labor required to calculate, the higher 

order aberrations, compared with their typically small size next to the 

easily calculated third order terms, was rarely justified in practice.
We might comment that even today, we reach a point where our time is more 
effectively spent in tracing exact rays than in calculating aberrations 
of ever higher order.

A paper by Ruben (1964) is the first to reassure us that although 

third order aberrations for the disturbed symmetric system are based on 

small displacements, they are valid irrespective of the size of the dis

placements. Although there is some question as to the accuracy of his . 

derivations and conclusions, we have also found that the guidance pro

vided by the small displacement aberrations is effective well beyond 

the paraxial region.
Another approach to developing an aberration function is that of 

H. H. Hopkins (19.46) who proposed that we trace a single ray and develop 
an expansion about it. This task was carried out by Weinstein (1949,1950). 

Sands (1967) also traces such a ray and derives an expansion in the style 

of Buchdahl. Sands pointed out that while his work deals with the prob

lem of improving the,usefulness of low-order aberration functions for. 

wide field lenses, the results apply to any system, whether Symmetrical 

or not. Buchdahl (1972) comments that there is some possible ambiguity



■ ■■■ ' ■■ : 4 with these schemes. The image will in general be astigmatic so that
the point-to-point correspondence of Gaussian optics is compromised.
Such "parabasal" or "restart" techniques are indisputably valid and use
ful, but perhaps better suited to analysis than to optical design.

As we shall show, our methods, although superficially resembling para

basal theories, are distinctive in that the concept of Gaussian imagery 
is never confused by aberration. Where the parabasal techniques are 

supplemental to conventional methods, ours is continuous. The symmetric 

system is the simplest case.

Finally, there are those who have used exact raytrace schemes, 

and for particularly simple problems, closed-form expressions of ray- 

paths. In this spirit. Shearer (1950) used the close-ray astigmatism 

formulas, generally known as the Coddington equations, to show that the 
reference axis astigmatism of one concave mirror could be eliminated 

by crosstilting ("crossing") it with a second concave mirror. Prasad 

et al. (1975) dealt with an arbitrary array of tilted plane interfaces 
separated by media of different refractive index, elaborating on earlier 
schemes of de Lang (1957) and Cuny (1955). Hofmann (1960, 1962, 1964, 
1965.) devised complicated techniques for tolerancing elaborate lens sys
tems. In spectroscopy, it has been common practice to deal with exact 
expressions governing ray behavior, seeking out unique configurations 

that offer specific advantages, for instance the Rowland circle and the 

Littrow angle. Not surprisingly, the degree of sophistication in such 

schemes is necessarily restricted by the mathematical prowess of the 

designer and such techniques are not preferred by the majority. In our
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opinion, the designer's value is greatest at the Gaussian and third
order level; a computer program will be used for optimization once the
foundation has been laid.

Scope of the Dissertation

We will develop the Gaussian theory of the unsymmetrical geomet

rical optical system, based on Abbe's concept of collineation, and we 
will find that the properties of the completely unsymmetric system are 

only slightly more complicated than those of our familiar symmetric 
systems. Indeed, it will become evident that there is no theoretical 

reason to distinguish between symmetric and unsymmetric systems since, 

without exception, both obey the same rules.

We will suggest that gr.eater insight and simpler calculation 

results when the individual components of an unsymmetrical optical sys

tem are described by a preferred coordinate system, not the usual single 
line geometry used to fabricate such a system. It is here that we intro 

duce the concept of the Tilted Component Optical System, wherein each 
component Or component surface (depending on the wishes of the designer) 
is considered to be aligned on a straight reference axis which joins the 
principal points of each component. If the components are thin and 
bounded by air, and if we treat mirrors in their unfolded description 

(by assuming a plane mirror in contact) this line is a straight line and 

represents a ray path. We will show that no significant complication 

arises when thickness is involved, and that prisms and plane parallel 

plates are easily included.
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With these descriptive constraints, which do not truly impose 

any significant constraints of construction, we will show that the 
Gaussian properties of the optical system, such as the location and tilts 

of the image and pupil planes, as well as the mapping of object space • 

into image space, are readily determined and that these results are exact 

and separate from the effects of aberration.

We will then determine the first order approximation to the 
Gaussian properties and discuss the equations which we shall use to eval

uate an optical system. We will be particularly interested in the vec

tor character of these quantities, for with them the wide-field behavior 

of the tilted component optical system is calculated.
With the first order behavior defined, we can investigate the 

third order aberration theory of the unsymmetric system. We will find 

that tilted pupils have no effect on the third order image aberrations.
By the definition of a tilted component system no decentration of a 
pupil is permitted, so the pupil properties, apart from location on the 
reference axis, play no part in our aberration theory. This is an arbit
rary choice, and in fact some designers will want to include the pupil 
aberrations, which may be derived in the same fashion as the image aberra

tions.
We will show that there are certain similarities between a tipped 

object or image plane and a tipped optical surface, and the effects of 

each are of the same order of magnitude. Although not insignificant 

theoretically, these effects are shown to be small in practice, for if 

the tilts of the conjugates and surfaces are of the same order as the
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principal ray angle and the marginal ray angle, say less than 10°, then 

we will find these effects to be of the same magnitude as the fifth order 

aberrations in a symmetrical system. We find that in many cases, such as 
our design examples, the effect is small enough to be neglected, consider

ably simplifying the proqess of preliminary design.

We will introduce the concept of a local axis of a tilted sur

face. Tipped from its originally centered description, there will be one 

principal ray that must now pass through its center of curvature. If the 

surface is spherical, only spherical aberration and axial color can exist 

about this ray. The mapping of other principal rays about this local 

axis is, to the first approximation, linear about the local axis. As we 
shall show, the variation of spherical aberration is small, and to a good, 

approximation we can view the aberration field about the local axis of 
the surface as being centered on the local axis.

We then show that if we superimpose the aberration along one ray 

from two or more components, the resultant aberration has the same form, 

term by term, as it had for each component. However, the different aber

ration forms no longer necessarily share a common principal meridian. The 
task of aberration synthesis in the tilted component system is one of 

vectorially adding the contributions from each surface in the system. 

Although obtaining the resultant quantitatively is somewhat complicated, 
the process is easily conceptualized. For instance, in object space we 

locate the "local axes" of each surface and about these, to our first 

approximation, we have centered aberration contributions. These add vec

torially to give the aberration field of the complete system.



The principles used to design unsymmetric tilted component sys
tems are almost the same as those we use to design conventional systems. 

We must additionally observe boundary conditions which are specifically 

involved with the tilts of the components. These do not occur in sym
metric design problems.

The basic building blocks are the same as for symmetric optical 
systems, and we will discuss thin lenses, mirrors, plane parallel plates 
and prisms. We will also briefly discuss the application of aspheric 
deformations to nominally spherical surfaces. The aberration field prop
erties Of these building blocks are explained and their integration into 

an optical system is discussed.
Closed-form solutions in optical design are impractically compli

cated except for simple cases. We will discuss a number of cases which 

can be dealt with in closed form, but leave to the design examples cases 

of greater complexity.
Computer-evaluated design examples illustrate the degree to which 

our first and third order design predictions correlate with real ray 
behavior. The agreement is good even though our examples depart substan
tially from the realm of ordinary first order ray optics.



CHAPTER 2

GAUSSIAN THEORY '

General Gaussian Properties v’v
Following Abbe (Czapski, 1893), an ideal optical system can 

be defined as one in which the geometrical properties of the object 

and image are correlated by a collinear transformation. To each line 

or point in object space there corresponds one, and only one, conjugate 

line or point in image space. As we shall show, this property imposes 

a high degree of symmetry on the Gaussian properties of the unsymmetri- 
cal system. Indeed, it is only slightly less symmetric than the familiar 

case for centered optical systems.
If we let x, y, z represent the cartesian coordinates of a point

in object space, where the coordinate system is arbitrarily established, 

and x ' , y ' , 7.' be the coordinates of its conjugate in image space, again 

with respect to an arbitrarily positioned coordinate system, then the 
relations connecting the coordinates of the image, to those of the object
are as follows, where a, b, c and d are constants that depend both on

the coordinate systems themselves and on the construction of the.optical 

system. .

9
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a l x + bjy  + c%z + dj

aox + *v+ V + do
a2X + b2y + c2z + d2
a x 0 + V + c z 0 + d0
a3x + bgy + c3z + d3
a x  + b y  + c z  + d o o' o o

(2 . 1)

The object space focal plane is obtained when x ' , y' and z' go 

to infinity. This can occur either when the numerator goes to infinity 

and the denominator remains finite, or when the denominator goes to zero. 
In the first case we have so-called telescopic or afocal imagery. The 
focal planes in this case lie at infinity and there are no singularities. 
Every finite point in object space has a finite conjugate in image space, 

and the mapping is affine.
The second case, the more common one, means that 

a0x + b0y + c0z + d0 = 0. Planes parallel to the object space focal 

plane are given when the above expression equals a constant, say D.

These are called "normal planes" and the image space conjugates to them 

are given by: ajx + b iy + c%z + di
D

a2x + b2y + c2z + d2
D

agx + bay + C3Z + da
(2.2)

This is a special case of the collinear transformation known as an 

affine transformation. The inverse is also affine, so the conjugate 

planes are all parallel to the image space focal plane.



So far, the coordinate systems in both object and image space 
are arbitrarily oriented and positioned. Let us now rotate the object 

space coordinates so that the z-axis is perpendicular to the object 
space focal plane. This causes the constants a^ and bQ to vanish, and 

our equations connecting the two spaces become:

ajx + bjy + ciz + d%
x

coz + do
a£X + b2y + c2z + d2

y = " ^ 7 ^  C 2 - 3 )

a3x + b3y + c3z + d3
z' = --------------------

coz + do

We have fixed the orientation of our z-axis, but not its location 

It is one of the set of lines which are all perpendicular to the object 

space focal plane. For each of these lines, x and y are held constant.

If we divide the numerator and denominator of the above expressions by 

z, and let z go to infinity, the equations then determine a point in the 

image space focal plane. This point is the rear focal point, and its 
equations are:
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All lines which are perpendicular to the focal plane in object space 
have their conjugates passing through this point, and one and only one 

of these conjugate lines is perpendicular to the image space focal plane 

We will call this unique line the z' axis, and its conjugate in object 
space the z-axis. In order for the z^-axis to be conjugate to the z- 
axis, the constants Cj, c2, d^ and d2 must all vanish. For the z^-axis 

to be perpendicular to the image space focal plane, the constants a3 and 
b3 must vanish. In addition, we can make the origins of the coordinate 
systems conjugate to each other by setting d 3 = 0. Our general expres

sions then become:
ajx + bjy

coz + do

a2x + b2y (2.5)
coz + do

c3z

We now have a unique axis in object space, and its conjugate in 
image space, such that planes perpendicular to this axis in object space 
have conjugates that are also perpendicular to the axis in image space. 
In particular, the x y^ plane is now conjugate to the xy plane.

We can rotate the two coordinate systems about their respective 

z-axes to make the y'z' plane conjugate to the yz plane, and the n'z' 

plane conjugate to the xz plane. Thus, the constants bj and a2 will 

vanish and our expressions reduce to:
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x ajX
=0= + do

b2Y (2.6)c z + do o
c3z
c z + d o o

An additional minor simplification is possible by dividing the numerators 

and denominators by the constant cq, giving the following expressions:

aixx z + do

y' = (2.7)z + do
cazz z + do

Thus, at most only four constants are required to describe ideal imagery 
in an unsymmetrical system, and indeed since x and y are independent of 

z in an afocal system, only three constants are required in that case. 
Although we have not imposed any constructional symmetry on the optical 

system, we find that our expressions have reduced to a remarkably symmet

ric relationship. In fact, all that is required to reduce our general 

expressions to the case of rotational symmetry is to make the constants 

â  and b2 equal to each other. In the general case of asymmetry, however, 

the magnification in the x-direction is independent of y, and that in the 

y-direction independent of x, and these two magnifications are generally 

different from each other. That is, the system is anamorphic. This
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means that the orientation of the xz and yz planes cannot be freely 

chosen about the z-axis. In these principal meridians the magnifica
tions are simply:

■V = y-rfir' o
(2.8)

It is worth remarking that the ratio of magnifications is constant 
throughout the system. This anamorphic behavior is not to be confused 
with the behavior of, say, bilaterally symmetric cylindrical anamor- 
phosers.

We conclude by identifying the principal planes. If we let the 
yz plane be our primary meridional plane, then we can choose the pair of 
conjugates at which the magnification in the y-direction is unity. If 
we set z = 0 when ny = 1, then b2 = d0. All of the usual Gaussian 
properties hold for the yz plane and its conjugate, and the only modifi

cation required to include the x-direction is to take into account the 
anamorphic ratio of the magnification in the two directions.

Tilted Component Systems
We could construct an unsymmetrical optical system from components 

that, taken individually, each have an identifiable axis of rotational 
symmetry. However, we wish to draw a distinction between this definition 

and the one that we shall impose shortly.
A system viewed as described above would have a slight advantage 

over one evaluated in completely arbitrary coordinates, since its



-  ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ .  ■Gaussian properties would tie more easily found given the local axes of
symmetry. However, that would still tie as complicated as evaluating a

completely symmetric system relative to a line other than its optical
axis. The optical axis has the obvious but indispensable property that
it is a real ray path. As we shall find, first order mapping relative

to a real, or even paraxial, ray path is straightforward and.since the

third order aberrations are a consequence of a system's first order

properties, many advantages will tie found in a system whose reference

axis is a ray path.
Our definition of the tilted component system is based on the 

following arguments, which we shall simplify at first to include only 

thin components.. Mirrors can tie included by unfolding them, which is 
accomplished by putting a plane mirror in immediate contact. This makes 
the nodal points of the pair coincide, the ray passing through the 

center remaining undeviated. Of course, the plane mirror introduces 

neither Gaussian nor third order errors.
Let us also require that our thin lenses tie bounded by air, so 

that any ray passing through a principal point is undeviated in transit.

Now, our tilted component system with thin components and unfoldr 

ed mirrors can tie defined as follows: it is a system consisting of

components whose principal points all lie on a ray path; a ray path of 

this sort must tie a straight line by virtue of the coincidence of the 

principal points and our restriction that each component is bounded by 

air. It is in this context that our discussion of mapping is most easily
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explained. However, let us now consider the effects of thickness, 
wedge, and diffraction.

•. Any thick lens, can be treated as though it were two thin lenses 

separated by a plane parallel glass plate. If a decentered thick lens 

is considered, it can be broken down into two thin lenses, thin wedges, 

and a plane parallel plate. A wedge is an affine optical component whose 

main effect is to deviate the direction of ray travel. It anamorphoses 
a beam in proportion to the cosine of its incidence on a surface> and so 

it will have no first order effect on the ray properties. A plane par
allel plate is even simpler, since it is a fully orthoscopic element, 
merely displacing a beam but not altering its direction of travel. Thus, 
We can decompose a thick lens, decentered or centered, into centered thin 

lenses plus plates and wedges. The orthoscopic and affine properties of 

the latter are used to continue the reference axis through any decentra- 

tion or angular diversion. In such an instance, the reference axis 

remains a ray path but it is no longer straight. Diffraction gratings 

can be included and for linear rulings, gratings are found to show the 
same Gaussian behavior as thin wedges.

Definition of the Tilted Component System

A tilted component system shall be described as one in which the 
assembly of components is defined with respect to a reference axis that 

is a ray path. To the first approximation, this path may be either real 

or paraxial.
For systems lacking wedges and gratings, a preferred embodiment 

is one in which the reference axis joins the principal points of all
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components. This requires the fewest number of calculations to deter
mine the Gaussian properties. In the following section we shall deal 
only with this case.

For systems containing numerous wedges, as for example lenses 

that are decentered relative to our reference axis, gratings, and thick 
plates, we may reduce the system to an equivalent assembly of thin 
elements, conjugate image and pupil planes, and affine, afocal groups 

such as plates and wedges. The thin components are centered on the : 

reference axis which may no longer be straight.

To calculate the aberrations, we will subdivide each component 

into two surface's. Aspherics will be dealt with, to the third order 
approximation, by treating them as. fourth order deformations of spherical 

surfaces. They have no effect on the first order properties of ah opti

cal system, and it will be found that they have no extraordinary effect 
on the aberrations of the unsymmetrical optical system.

System Properties
The conventional techniques used to obtain the Gaussian proper

ties of a simple component become tedious when applied to a complete sys
tem. A better method is to use planes traced through the tilted compo
nent system. This procedure was developed by Roland V. Shack, the 

writer's advisor, during the course of these investigations. With it 

the location and orientation of image and pupil planes, and the mapping 

between one space and another, can be found quickly and efficiently.

When the tilted component system is described in terms of the reference
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ray joining all principal points, the logic of plane tracing can be 
described as follows.

A plane in object space is defined with respect to the object 
space coordinates. The image of this plane is found with respect to the 

image space coordinates of the first component, the center of which is 

at its rear principal point. This plane is redefined with respect to the 

object space coordinates of the second component, which coincide with its 

front principal point, and its image found as before. This is carried on 

through the system.
We have, in conventional terms, a refraction operation followed 

by a transfer operation, analogous to raytracing procedures for conven
tional symmetric systems. The operations are as follows.

A plane passing through the origin of a coordinate system experi

ences unit magnification, and is an easy case. Any other plane can be

represented by:

ax + 3y + yz = 1 (2.9)

where a, 8 ,y are the reciprocals of the axial intercepts of the plane.
Any set of three numbers a, 8 , y defines a unique plane.

If X, y, v are the direction cosines of the axis of the tilted

component, then the defining numbers (reciprocals of the axial intercepts)

of the image plane are given by:

a i = oli + <t>X

@ 1 = 8 1 + <!>y (2.10)

y i = yi + <t>v
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where <j> is the power of the component. This constitutes refraction. 
Transfer to the coordinate system of the second component is accomplished 
by:

a2 = /d
62 = 3f /d (2 .11)

Y 2 = Y1 /d

where d is given by

d = 1 - yi t (2 .12)

t being the distance along the reference axis from the first to the second 

component, and so on. By cascading the above expressions through the 

optical system it is possible to determine the image plane, referred to 

the rear principal point of the last component. Any object plane may 

be selected, the one at infinity giving as its conjugate the true focal 

plane.

Mapping in Tilted Component Systems
The object and its image , as well as the stop and pupils, are 

centered on the reference axis. If the principal points are separated 
for any of the components, then the external segments of this ray path 
will no longer be coincident, but to the first order they will remain 

parallel. This path can still be used piecewise to represent the refer

ence axis and no significant complications arise. This offset will there

fore be ignored in the following development.

Now, an extremely important but not immediately obvious Gaussian 

property of tilted component systems, in the sense that we have just
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defined them, is that all planes containing the reference axis in object 

space (ignoring the offsets) are continuous with their conjugate image 

planes. This occurs because all lines passing through the coincident 
principal points emerge undeviated. Each object line is continuous with 

its conjugate image line, thus, for each component any plane containing 
the first principal point is continuous with its conjugate image plane 

irrespective of whether or not these planes are meridional planes for the 
component!

This property is so important that it obviates the need to con

sider the conventional Gaussian properties of the tilted component sys

tem. The utility of Gaussian properties is for.mapping the object space 

into image space, but for our tilted component system we can achieve this 

mapping in a straightforward way that is more appropriate to the function 
of our systems. ■

The coordinate system in the object space will have the z-axis 

coincident with our reference axis, defined above, and with its origin 
at the front principal point of the first component. Likewise the z^-axis 
in image space will also coincide with our reference axis, with its origin 
at the rear principal point of the last component. The x'z' plane coin

cides with the xz plane and the y'z'plane with the yz plane. The compo

nents of tilt for each component may be defined with respect to the x and 

y directions, using direction cosines.

Now, let us take a number of. object planes perpendicular to our 

reference axis. The choice of these planes is arbitrary, although we may 

want one at infinity to find the true focal plane. Since the reference .



axis does not generally coincide with the true optical axis, and since 
neither focal plane is necessarily perpendicular to our reference axis, 

the set of image planes conjugate to our object planes must all intersect 
in a common line, which in perspective theory is termed a horizon line.

Not more than one of these image planes can be perpendicular to our ref

erence axis unless our system is afocal, in which case the daussian map

ping is affine and therefore almost trivial. -
- . . - . ; ' ■We select the conjugate plane of the object plane that character
izes the use of the optical system.. Our mapping is to be measured between 

this plane and the object plane. The procedure then consists of defining, 

for instance, a square grid on the object surface. Lines are formed by 

the intersection of planes, so we need to trace planes from the object 

space through the system, and find their intersections, with our selected 

image plane. In addition to the reference axis, we easily find the x'z^ 

and■y'z' planes. Two additional planes enable us to form a square. The 

details of this procedure are discussed next.

Determination of Mapping Constants
If we fix our reference coordinate systems on object and image 

space, then 1z1 is held fixed on both planes and the mapping between 
object and image space is given by the general collinear transformation 

equations: . .

• aix + bjy
X '  =  '... '.........- v  111-----

. a0x + b0y + 1
(2.13)

, = a2* + b?.y
a 0 X  + V  + 1 '
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It is therefore necessary to find the constants, a 0 , ai, .a2 and bQ, hi, 
b2, and naturally we want to do so in the simplest fashion. This is 
particularly simple in the tilted component system because of the fact 
that all planes containing our reference axis are self conjugate. This 
favorable situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

Planes parallel to the object plane will all intersect in the 

common line that we call the "horizon line". Other parallel planes, not 

parallel to the object plane, will intersect the image plane and give 

lines that converge to points on the horizon line. For simplicity of 
calculation we take these secondary planes in object space as being 

arbitrary orthogonal planes containing our reference axis and planes 
parallel to them. The points in Fig. 2.1 are determined by recasting 

the transformation equations into the forms,

= + b -  + 1 -

(2.14)

a . o y o

x , a2 v + 2y '  ■ = ---%---- -----
&0 7  + b° + y

letting y go to infinity we can define the vanishing point coordinates 

of Vy. Likewise we can determine y^. The axial point is known by in

spection, and the relationships of points lying on planes passing through 

the axis are particularly simple. After a little work we find that the 

coefficients are given by the following expressions.
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0 10

Fig. 2.1. Object to Image Grid Mapping.



The local magnification at any point, relative to our 

yVy, x^/x, or for the axial point

• ' B00x * al m00y ' b2

These expressions are perfectly general for any alignment of the conju

gate planes relative to our reference axis. They simplify for preferred 

orientations. For instance, it is evident that if both the object and 
the image are perpendicular to our axis, the vanishing points must lie 

on the x' and y' axes. If this is the true optical axis, they lie at 

infinity and the mapping is affine. If the design contains a plane of 
symmetry we can automatically put one vanishing point on an axis by 
simply making our axes perpendicular to that plane.

' 'To find the mapping constants we trace six planes: (1) that 

containing the y and z axes; (2) that containing the x and z axes;
(3) the object plane; (4) an arbitrary plane, parallel to the object 

plane; (5) a plane parallel to our first plane; and (6) a plane parallel 

to our second plane.
Our final coordinate.system is defined to lie on the image plane, 

centered on our reference axis, that being defined as the intersection of

axes, is simply

(2.16)
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our first two axis planes. Let us note the. existence of the reference 
axis, as being evident by inspection; we will subsequently have to trace
our planes to find their orientation in our final coordinate system
because while the object plane is usually perpendicular to the reference
axis, the image plane is not.

First, we trace the object plane and find its image. Our coordi

nate system will be defined on this plane. Next, find the horizon line 
by finding the intersection of the image of the plane that was parallel 

to the object plane. Then, we trace the plane containing the x-axis and 

z-axis and find its intersection with the image plane; again for the 
plane containing the y-axis and z-axis. The intersections of these two 

lines with the horizon line give, the coordinates of the vanishing points. 

Finally, we trace the planes that were parallel to the xz plane and the. , 
yz plane, finding their intersections with the image plane. These lines 
pass through the vanishing points and intersect the lines formed by the 

intersection of the coordinate axes planes and the image, plane. With the 

equations of six lines we can calculate the coordinates of all points of 
intersection on the image coordinate system and thus determine the mapping 
constants.

Discussion of Mapping
We see that we in essence derived the equations governing per

spective in a perfect optical system. The coincidence of focal planes 

with preferred perspective situations consists of finding the appropriate 

powers and locations of components. That is, the rules of perspective
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tell us the nature of the perspective we will obtain if we arbitrarily 
assemble our optical components. The intermediate perspective'centers 
coincide with the centers of pur components. ■ This is an important tool 

in visualizing the Gaussian properties of the unsymmetrical optical sys
tem. We employ its graphical embodiment, called the 'Scheimpflug effect', 

during our design work as a rapid method for visualizing the behavior 

of a new configuration.



CHAPTER 3

FIRST ORDER GAUSSIAN THEORY

First order theory derives from small angle approximations. It 

• is customary to replace sines and tangents of an angle with, the angle 
itself, and to set cosines and secants equal to unity. This immediately 
simplifies exact formulas, for instance Snell's law of refraction reduces 

to a simple algebraic invariant. .
An important consequence of setting the cosine and secant equal 

to unity is that whenever a plane is tipped, its vertical intersection 

with a ray shows no first order change. This has important implications 

for the ease of first and third order calculations, and is partly respon

sible 'for the independence of pupil and image aberrations, as we shall 

see.

Equivalent Thin Lens
For a centered component, any thick lens can be represented by 

two planes, known as the principal or unit planes, 'a gap separating these 
planes, and equivalent thin lens power. If our calculations are carried 
out with respect to the centers of these planes, there is no first order 
distinction between this case and that of a thin lens except for a trans
lation of coordinates in the image space. By replacing a thick lens with 

its thin lens equivalent, certain formulas and visualizations.assume 

greater clarity and enable us to explain important points more easily. 

Thus, in the following pages we shall deal with thin components as
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described above, but the reader will understand that the results extend 

to thick components.

- Tipped Object arid Pupil Planes 

The object, image and pupil planes will generally be tilted 

about their centers, the centers lying on the reference axis of the 
tilted component system. Since the paraxial ray angles depend on the . 
first.order heights of these planes, it is important to Know whether 
changing their tilts has any effect on the first order ray height. 

Referring to Fig. 3.1, we have an example. This might be, for instance, 

the object plane. The dashed line would then represent a principal ray. 
It might equally represent the entrance pupil, in which case the dashed 

line would be the marginal ray.
The nominal ray height may be the centered line, AB. If we tip 

the surface by an angle 6 , its new height is AE. Using the properties 

of right triangles, we can show that AE = AB [sec 6 - tan 6 sin ^ sec 

(0 + 40 ] to the first approximation, this becomes AE = AB (1 - 840 and 

since the angles are small, to the first approximation AE = AB. There

fore, there is no first order change in a ray height as a consequence of 
tilting a surface. We conclude that along the reference axis, there is 
'no change in the marginal and principal ray angles to the first approxi

mation . '

Tipped Components 

If we consider thin lenses centered on the.reference axis, we 

find by the same argument used for the tipped planes' that the paraxial 

ray height% is the first approximation.
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Parallel to Axis

D \

Ray Path

Optical Axis

Fig. 3.1. First Order Ray Height 
is Unchanged by Surface 
Tilt.
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As the lens is tipped, its forward conjugate distance is changed, 

as is the distance to the entrance pupil. However, this change is approx 

imately equal to a constant times (1 - cos 40 > and thus to the first 
approximation there is no effect on the location of the centers of the 

conjugate planes and the pupils. Relative to the reference axis, there 

is no change in the marginal or principal ray angles and thus along the 

reference axis there is no first order change in the ray paths traversing 

the component.
Insofar as,pupil effects on the aberrations, of the image, we have 

just shown that there is no change in the location of the centers of the 
pupils, nor in their angles relative to our reference axis. This means 

that tilting components and surfaces introduces no pupil effects that 

will require inclusion into the calculation of third order image aberra
tions. This is not the case in regard to the marginal ray angles, for 

these will have a primary variation oyer the tipped conjugate planes.

The conjugate distance changes linearly with the extent of the field of 
view and with the object tilt relative to the reference axis. Since we 

have shown the sizes of the entrance and exit pupils.remain fixed, the 
slope angles of the marginal rays must be a function of the field of view 
or equivalently, of the principal ray angles. In our discussion of the 
aberrations we will show this is a small effect that can often be ignored

Local First Order Theory
We've just demonstrated that the paraxial ray heights and angles 

along the reference axis do not change as the components and the conju

gate surfaces are tilted along the reference axis. This will enable
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us to draw some conclusions about the first order Gaussian behavior of 
the complete system, but first let us consider a single thin lens 

component, as shown in Fig. 3.2. We can see that the exact Gaussian 
behavior is given by an invariant involving the marginal ray angles and 

the tilts of the conjugate planes. By noting the common altitude we 

obtain an important result.

tan u" tan B' = tan u tan 6 . (3.1)

This is an exact Gaussian tilt invariant, taken relative to the optical 

axis of the component. To the first approximation we may replace the 

tangents by the angles, obtaining:

u/ 8 " = u 8 . (3.2)

Suppose we have a tilted component in addition to tilted conjugate planes. 

The same invariant must hold, and we can generalize to the case which is 
characteristic in the tilted component system. This case is shown in 

Fig. 3.3, where we do not mean to imply that tilting the lens hasn’t 
caused a Gaussian conjugate shift. That does not concern us, and we’ve 

already found that it has no first order importance. From the figure, we 

see that we can write
u' B' = u 00 0

6 = 6 + 0 o
6' = 8 + 9 "o

u" B' = u" 0" - u" 6 Q
u 0 = u 0 - u 6o
u" B' = u 0 + (u" - u)6
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Fig. 3.2. Tilted Conjugate and Pupil
Planes for a Simple Component.



Fig. 3.3. Tilted Object Plane 
and Tilted Optical 
Component.
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and since in the previous section we showed that the paraxial ray angles
and ray heights are unaffected to the first order, we can set

u' = u - y^ <f> where <f> = power of lens
u^ - u = y d>P

obtaining a most important result:

u" 6 " = u 6 - yp <f> 0 ' (3.3)

System First Order Theory

The results above can be extended to include an indefinite number 

of components, and we obtain:

“k 6k = uiei • * yp- ... - yp»k6k

0 ' = UjSj- 2 yp #  (3.4)

y (f)0

Let us define the terms under the summation sign with the symbol,

Au•
3* = ... J-X J. = —  3 . (3 .5 )
1 J ^  ^  J

Although angles are vectorial, in the tilted component system the coeffi

cient of beta is formed by two vectors that are coplanar, and therefore 

it becomes a scalar quantity. Therefore, the direction of 0* is the same 

as that of 0. The coefficient is a normalization factor to convert the 

angular magnification about the local components into that of the final



space. Of course, the same could be done with the pupils. We call this 
representation an Angle Space Diagram. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4 it 

can be used by the designer to evaluate the direction and magnitude of the
image or pupil tilt in his tilted component system. The effects of chang
ing a component tilt is easily learned, for we see that the contributions
are independent of each other.

A slightly different type of Angle Space Diagram will be construct

ed to explain the aberration contributions from each optical surface in 

the tilted component system. The principal difference is that 1 local 
surface normals' will be used, and tipping a thin lens no longer gives a 

simple change in system properties.

Preferred Axis

It is comparatively easy to show that if we use the true optical

axis of our tilted component system instead of an arbitrary reference

axis, the conjugate plane tilt relations become the same as those for 
an equivalent thin component. To show this, take the general tilt 
expression,

u £  e £  =  u i 6 i  -  J  y p  <j>6 

If we let U} = 0, we find the tilt of the true rear focal plane,

"kf e; = ' I y; *e

If we let u-̂  = 0, we find the tilt of the true front focal plane.



Resultant

Reference Axis

Fig. 3.4. First Order Angle Space Diagram 
Shows Image Tilt as the Sum of 
Component Contributions.
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Now, let us write the general tilt invariant in incremental form,

u£ (6£ + A6p  - Ui(8 i + A61) - J yp <t>B 

again, let Ui = 0

%(6k + A6P  = - I y* te = u,; e' 

from which A6 = 6^ ~ 6^

letting = 0

(9i + AGJ = I y** #  = Ui 0f

from which AGj = 6^ - 6 i

If we differentiate the general expression we obtain

i ! £  = “i .
d 0! “k

In the limit, the ratio of increments equals the derivative and we may 

write as the first approximation,

(0£ - = ui (9f - 9x) • (3.6)

If we choose the true optical axis, 6^ = 0^ = 0 , the result reduces to 

that for a single thin component.
This is not an entirely academic result, since it is common for 

the designer to try to force the reference axis to coincide with the true 

optical axis of the tilted component system. Only when this is
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accomplished can he be assured that mapping will be-affine and that the 
image tilt will not change with conjugate distance.

Additional first order insights can be obtained through further 
systematic inquiry, but we have now determined all that will be of use 
in the following sections.



CHAPTER 4

THIRD. ORDER ABERRATION THEORY

The third order aberrations arising at the surface of a centered 

optical component can be calculated from the constructional parameters 

of the surface and from characteristic first order ray properties of the 
optical system. The terms that we will use are:

The. Lagrange Invariant, Q = n (y u - y u)

n, n', R the indices of refraction and radius of curvature 

u, y, i(u,y) the marginal ray properties at the surface 
i the principal ray angle of incidence on the surface..

The. third order aberrations are then calculable with- the formulas 

(Welford, 1974),
Sj = (n i)2yA Spherical Aberration

52 = -4- Si Coma
1  .

53 =  -4—  S2 Astigmatism (4.1)

S5 = 4 — So Distortion on the Petzval Surface.P. i

The S3̂  is a somewhat, uncustomary coefficient appropriate to the design 

and evaluation of tilted component systems. The familiar expression for 

symmetric systems is .

S5 = -4-  (S3 + .S4) (4.2)
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where S4 is the Petzval coefficient. The.derivation of the aberration 
sequence from spherical aberration makes an exception.for the Petzval 
sum; it is entirely a function of the constructional parameters of the 

optical system and of the Lagrange Invariant, Q. When required,

S4 = ,Q2 I  /R (4.3)

and since this is a system property, it is unaffected by tilting compos, 

nents and conjugate planes. In a symmetric optical system, the center 
of symmetry of the aberration function coincides with the optical axis, 

and it is appropriate to combine the astigmatism and Petzval coefficients 

to determine the system distortion relative to the Gaussian image plane. 
However, in a tilted component system, the center of symmetry of the 

third order Petzval curvature coincides with our reference axis, and the . 
conditions for eliminating the Petzval curvature are the same as those 

for a symmetric system, which proves a useful design insight. That the 

Petzval curvature is centered on the reference axis is assured by use 

of the Gaussian focal plane. Along a different reference axis, we would 

obtain a different focal plane and we soon observe the significance of 
the Petzval coefficient, for instance, by considering the spherical 

primary mirror of the Schmidt camera.

Single Components ^

In Chapter 3 we showed that tilting the components on the ref

erence axis, and the.conjugate object, image, and pupil planes caused no 

first order change in ray.heights on the surfaces.. As a consequence the 

global (or overall) ray paths do not change as the angles.of the
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components are changed. We can, to the first approximation, paraxially 
trace rays through the tilted component system as though none of the 

components were tilted. Our concept of principal rays needs to be 

broadened to encompass this new situation. Since the system is no longer, 
rotationally symmetric, we will term any ray passing through the center 

of a pupil a principal ray. The term now has its most general, meaning, 
namely that it is considered most representative of a bundle of rays 

passing through the entire pupil. We may trace such principal rays from 
as many points on the object as we feel necessary to evaluate the behavior 

of our tilted component system.

By the linearity of first order theory, we see that relative to 
a specific principal ray in the untilted system, the effect of tilting 

a component is to increase the angle of incidence of that ray with each 

of the component surfaces. The principal ray angle of incidence used to 

calculate the aberrations along that ray will be changed. The new 
principal ray angle, for just this ray, is simply its original centered 

system value plus the angle of tilt of the component.

We also showed in Chapter .3 that when an object plane is tilted, 
there is a first order conjugate shift that is linear over the field, 
in the direction in which the object plane was tilted. This effect will 

change the third order spherical aberration, making it a function of posi

tion in the field of view, and would considerably complicate our analysis 
of the aberrations of a tilted component system if it proves significant. 

Therefore, it is worth.examining this effect in detail. We shall see, 

fortunately, if the constructional angles are small, the effect is



usually small enough to be disregarded, having the same importance as 
a higher order aberration in the conventional sense.

Spherical Aberration Variation

Let us consider a single surface, and a tilted object as shown 
in Fig. 4.1. To the paraxial approximation, all surfaces appear flat, 

and V represents the point at which the surface crosses the optical axis.

We begin by writing the expression for spherical aberration,

where A = n (y/R + u) = n ' (u" + yC) = ni = n"i^

B = ni = n^i

introducing differential changes.

We expand, retain first order terms, and obtain

6SJ = A2V^)( 6y) + A2y6A(^) + 2Ay 6A . (4.4)

Using the Lagrange invariant.

Q = nuy - nuy = n' u' y - n'u'y

nu(y+6y) - n (u+6u)y = n"uT(y+6y) - n" (u"+6u")y

giving
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Entrance
Object Plane Pupil

Tilted Object 
/ Plane

- y+ 6
u+6u

Surface

Fig. 4.1. Tilted Object Plane
Causes Field-dependent 
Conjugate Shift.
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A + 5A = n (u+ 6 u) + nc(y+6y) = n'(u"+6u^) + n^c (y+6y)

gives

eA = B (t) = B (t7) (4-6)
Finally + 5A^^ gives

6A©  = f A©  (4-7)

Substituting (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) into (4.4), we obtain,

6Si = A2 y6 + A2 A^ ^ ( 6y) + 2Ay A ^ ^  (6A)

= [q y ca(I) +|3q + 4A7} a(0] a (^)

referring to Fig. 4.1 we find (^)> 

u = * t

e = - He 7 I 6

“*•“ ■ - ( g f )
6U = y+ay i x - --§y-u£  » -dy-ue

2,+ e I Jl+e £

Q5u _ -ue 
nuy ** £
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n('f)U£ HoC-nu/j)(u6)
u Q Q

u (4.8)

We substitute this into our expression for the change in spherical

aberration and obtain the final result.

fiSx = AHe (ue)[QycA(l) - jsQ + 4Ay | (4.9)

Discussion of Result

We note that each term, dimensionally, contains the product of 

five angles and one length, and that the whole goes to zero at HQ = 0 . 

Conventionally, spherical aberration consists of the product of only 

three angles and one length, and is not a function of field in a symmet
ric optical system. We may conclude that if the elements and the surfaces 

are not greatly tilted, this primary augmentation of the third order 

aberration in the field of a tilted component system will go to zero at 
some point in the field of view, and at most will have a resemblance to 
fifth order aberration in a symmetric system. Our design examples in 

Chapter 6 , containing significantly tilted components, bear out the 
acceptability of neglecting this primary variation of spherical aberra
tion. Our fields of view have been comparatively small and the approxi

mation should be used discreetly when treating more extreme examples.

For the discussion to follow, we will consider the variation of spherical 

aberration over the fields of view to be negligible, for we shall limit 

ourselves to small angles in our examples.



Local Axis of Surface 

Each optical surface has a curvature, possibly zero which is an 
acceptable value, and any line passing through the center of curvature 

and through the center of the system's entrance pupil will be normal to 

the surface as shown in Fig. 4.2. This axis is called an Auxiliary Axis, 

if it is a real ray, but we will generally use the paraxial approximation 

and call it a Local Axis to distinguish it from the more specific Auxil
iary axis.

We can relate the slope of a ray and its paraxial angle of inci

dence on an optical surface with the relation,

i = y/R + u or i = y C + u  (4.10)

We showed that y does not change in the tilted component system, there

fore the rate of change of i must be identical, to the first approximation, 
to that of u. This lets us write:

o = =  = i  (4.11)u i

where 3 equals the angle by which we've tilted the surface, a the angle 
formed by the Local axis relative to the original axis. We can use the 

untilted system's paraxial ray angles, i and u, because they were formed 

with two rays: the principal ray of the untilted configuration plus the 
ray which was the optical axis itself. These form a ratio that remains 

unaltered,to the first approximation, as the system elements are tilted.
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Entrance
Pupil

Object

Original Axis

Fig. 4.2. Geometry Relating the Original Axis 
and the Local Axis after Tilting 
Surface by Angle 6 .
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We note.further from this linearity that the mapping of all rays 

remains the same around the original axis after tilting the surface and 
that referring these rays to the local axis is, iii essence, nothing more 
than rotating the coordinate system. We can plot this' as shown in Fig. 

4.3, where we've used the normalized quantities H and a representing, 
respectively, the distance of some point in the field of view of the 

tilted component, and the distance between the Local Axis and the.Refer

ence Axis . If preferred we can convert to transverse dimensions, in the 
object field of the surface by multiplying the normalized quantities by 
the distance between the object and the entrance pupil, and into angular 

dimension by multiplying both with u0. With such a figure we can relate 

the location of any principal ray in the tilted component coordinate 

system to that of the Local Axis.
We need to determine the principal ray angles of incidence rela

tive to the local axis in order to calculate our aberrations. If the 
principal points of a component coincide with the surfaces, then the 

problem is simple. We note that we can plot i on the same figure as u, 

and we obtain an Angle Space diagram as shown in Fig. 4.4. This situa

tion is only slightly complicated if we. have thick components with non
coincident principal points. In that event, i is augmented by the effect 

of surface power, the tilt angle and the separation between the surface 

and the principal point. This can be dealt with by modifying 8 to retain 
the reference axis passing through the principal points, it can be ig

nored if it is small, or it can be dealt with, by redefining the component
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y
Local Axis

Field of View

Reference Axis

Fig. 4.3. Field Space Diagram for Single Surface.



Surface Local Axis

Surface
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Angle of Incidence
Relative to Local Axis

Angle of Incidence 
Relative to Reference Axis

Reference Axis of Tilted 
Component System

Fig. 4.4. Vector Addition of Angles in Tilted 
Component System.



as being the sum of two thin lenses and a prism. The prism is an 

afocal component, therefore affine, and to the first approximation 

cosines which define its anamorphosis can be set equal to unity so that 

it. becomes an orthoscopic element merely displacing the local angles of 

the reference axis. The continuation of this axis behaves the same as 

our regular reference axis insofar as the remaining components are con
cerned. The angular deviation has occurred because in forcing the ver

tex of the thin lenses to coincide with our reference axis we have 

necessarily introduced a wedge angle. In general the principal points 
are sufficiently close to the surface that this problem can be neglected 
in preliminary design.

Aberrations About the Local Axes

The aberrations arising from the tilted surface are most easily 

calculated about the Local Axis, this being the axis of symmetry of the 
surface when it is tilted. If we merely rotate the reference coordinate 

system, we cause no change in the aberrations, to the first approximation, 

and therefore referring the aberration function of the surface to the 
Reference Axis consists only of a change of coordinates. This results in 
a complicated description, since instead of only the highest term in a 

polynomial, we now have all lower terms as well. Where the field depen

dence of distortion relative to the Local Axis can be expressed in the. 

the forin, Distortion = D H 3, substituting (H + 5H) for H, namely just 

changing the origin of reference, gives the complicated form.

Distortion' = D0 + DjH' + DgH'^ + DgH'3 . The same effect occurs with 

all the field-dependent aberrations. Obviously we haven't changed the
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aberration function, but only the origin of coordinates. A general 
study of the possible forms of the aberration function in an unsymmetric 

system does not show this, since the coefficients are unrelated in a 

general derivation. We can see, however, that for a simple surface we 

do have a relationship that can be greatly simplified merely by a proper 
choice of coordinates. This is the key to the systematic determination 

of the aberration function, relative to our reference axis, in the tilted 

component system.

Local Axis in System Coordinates

Our Local Axis passes through the center of the entrance pupil, 

as was shown in Chapter 3, so the centers of all images of this pupil 
lie on our reference axis. Therefore, after refraction and reflection 

through the entire system, our Local Axis of each surface must pass 
through the centers of the entrance and exit pupil of the entire system. 
Furthermore, any Local Axis of one surface, since it passes through the 
entrance pupil of every other surface, is just a general principal ray 
for every other surface. As is well known, the theory of third order 
aberration holds that the aberrations arising at one surface do not 

affect those arising at any other, -and therefore we observe that the 

aberration function of the tilted component system can be expressed as 
the vector sum of the contributions from each surface. These contribu

tions, as we've seen, are centered on the Local Axis of each surface.

We can find the projection of this axis in either object or image space, 

in much the same manner.we did for the first order image tilt, by noting 

that the local axis is imaged according to .
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N.u.J J N.u. 3 3 (4.12)

We plot the location of the Local Axes in object or image space as shown 
in Fig. 4.5, and we remark that the local angles of incidence of princi-

determine the angle of incidence of any principal ray on any surface 

within the tilted component system.

Rotationally Symmetric Aspherics
Toroidal surfaces have a primary anamorphic effect on ray 

properties, which makes them useful in the correction of aberration in 
an unsymmetric system, but they are not favored over symmetric aspherics 

owing to their greater difficulty of fabrication. Therefore we will 

only consider continuous, rotationally symmetric surfaces. These are 

mathematically equivalent to a spherical surface augmented with an 

infinite number of even-powered deformation terms, starting with the 

fourth. If we separate the deformation from the base sphere, we see 
that the deformation has no effect on the paraxial ray properties but 
only on the third order aberrations. We need make no change in our 
angle space arguments to include the aspheric except one. For an 

aspheric deformation, the optical axis still is the line joining the 

center of symmetry with the center of the entrance pupil; tilting the 

aspheric has no first order effect on any ray passing through the 

entrance pupil, and therefore none on the third order aberration.

We define the axis of the deformation to coincide with this line, and

pal rays are at the same normalized scale so that we can immediately
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Fig. 4.5. Projection of Local Axes
of Component Surfaces into 
Object Angle Space.
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as we tilt the surface the Local Axis (that defined as being normal 
to the base sphere, passing through the entrance pupil) and the Optical 
Axis of the deformation separate by the angle a which was illustrated 
earlier. This angle can be projected into object or image space and 
this optical axis of the deformation becomes the axis about which its 

aberration contributions must be symmetric. No other complications 

arise as a result of using aspheric surfaces. It may be pointed out, 

however, that the designer may recenter the aspheric deformation wher
ever it suits him, with the reference axis often being preferred for 

simplicity.

System Aberration Function

The aberration function of the tilted component system is equal 

to the vector sum of the aberration functions of each of its surfaces. 
These contributions are centered on the Local Axes, and the aberration 
at any point in the system field of view is equal to the vector sum of 

the contributions of each surface at that point. This follows as a 
consequence of the rule that the third order aberrations arising at one 
surface have no effect on those arising at any other, and that the total 

aberration equals the sum of the individual contributions.
It is not entirely obvious, however, that the form of the resul

tant aberration at an arbitrary point in the field of view of an unsym- 

metrical optical system should have terms that are of the same type as . 

those found at a single spherical surface. There is, after all, the 
possibility of a rotation of pupil azimuth when the contribution from 
one adds to that of another, and this never occurs in a symmetric optical
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system. It is worthwhile to show that in fact the aberration at any 
point in the field of view consists of the same third order terms found 

in a simple lens, the difference being that individual terms might no 
longer have their principal meridians coincident.

In the following argument, we will deal with just two unsymmet- 

ric components. Repeated application of the method would show that the 
results apply to any number of unsymmetrical components.

The only terms with which we have to deal are those that arise

at simple spherical surfaces; the ones from a fourth order aspheric have 
the same form. We pick an arbitrary field point, making the field 

dependence of the aberration terms of no present interest. Now, let us 

place an arbitrary polar coordinate system along the ray to which our 

aberration terms are referred. We may rotate this coordinate system in 

such a way that it lines up with the principal meridian of one of the 

aberration terms, since this does not affect the generality of our dis

cussion and simplifies our work.
First, in regard to spherical aberration, axial color, Petzval 

curvature and wavefront phase (piston), there is no dependence on azi

muth of the pupil, and so these naturally add without complication.

Both coma and distortion vary as the cosine of the azimuth, c(>.

If we align our arbitrary polar coordinate system with one of the two
azimuths, we can write the vector sum in the form,

W 3 1 = p 3CiCOS(J> + p 3C 2 Cos (<{>-0) (4.13)
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where 0 is the angular separation of the second term's principal azimuth

from the first term's, and <p is the general azimuth of a pupil point.
We want to show that this takes the form,

P 3 C cos 
Using the identity,

cos (ct-B) = cosa cos6 + sinct sinB 
we must show that if

= Ci cos<j) + C2 cos<j) cos6 + C2 sintf) sin6 

and W "  = C cos<p cos^ + C sin* sin*
then W' = W "  .

We can rearrange W'
W' = cos* (Ci + C2 cos9) + sin* (C2 sin6)

and in comparing terms we note that

C cos* = Ci + C2 cos0

C sin* = C2 sin0
which proves that the sum of coma terms, and likewise distortion, has

the same form as that for a single term. The relationships between the

components and the sum can be written down as,

C2 = (Ci + C2 cos0)2 + (C2 sin0)2 

C2 = Ci2 + C2  ̂+ 2C1C2 cos0 
which we recognize as a familiar vector relation. The angle of our new 

vector is given by,

C2 sin0tan* = ------
(Ci + C2 cos0)
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enabling us to write the complete sum as.

- (C2sin6)Wqi = n 3 C/Ci2 + C22 + 2C 1C2 cose) cos (tj) - tan —
y (Ci+C2cos8)/

(4.14)
It is evident that although the result is itself of the same form as 
that for a simple component, its mathematical expression, even for two 

contributions, becomes burdensome.
Now, let us carry out the same procedure for astigmatism vectors, 

these depending on the square of the pupil azimuth. If we have two 

terms, we may write:

W22 = p2AiCos24> + p2A 2c o s 2 (<t>~6) . (4.15)

We want to show that this takes the form, W22 = p2A cos2 , where

the azimuth is not necessarily the same as it was for the coma.

Using the identities 

cos24> = j (cos24>+1) 

cos2<j> = 2cos24> -1 

enables us to write
W" = 4 ^ (l+cos2*) + ^  (1+cos (24,-26)

= — + A 1 cos4,'' + A 2 cos (4, -9 ) 

and using some of the identities used in regard to coma,

W' = (Ai + A2)/2 + C'cos(*"-*")

= (Aj + A2 )/2 + C"cos (24,-2 (4,V2))
= (Ai + A2)/2 + CT + 2C-cos2 (4,-4,72).
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Now, let

<t>' = 2<p

Q' = 29

Ai = Ai/2

Ag = A 2/2

obtaining
C' = 1/2 A j 2 + A 22 + 2 A 1A 2cos20

A2sin26
tanip' = -----------

(Ai + A 2c o s 26)

and finally we obtain

W 22 = P (A^+A2) + —  A i 2+A22+2AiA2cos20 

+ ( A 12+A22+2A1A2cos20) c o s 2 1 t a n  (
V X

_/2A2sin20 y 
A 1+A2cos20//

(4.16)

In addition to the angle-dependent term, which we see has the 
same form as the separate astigmatism terms, the result we.intended to 

prove, we have generated a term that has no angle dependence. It 
causes the image to shift from its Gaussian location, and it varies with 

field of view. It can be classed with the Petzval sum in its effect 

over the field of view.
Consequently, we see that no new third order aberration terms 

unlike those found in a simple component are obtained in the unsymmetri- 

cal optical system, and the only difference lies in the variation of 

these aberration terms over the field of view.
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Resultant Aberration Function

Whatever function is formed must be reduceable to the sum of 
individually simple contributions of the type found in symmetric compo

nents. To the third order, some of these forms were derived and dis
cussed by Kiuti (1951), who found remarkably symmetric relationships 
occur. For the sake of optical design, it is sufficient for our pur
poses to know that the function is the vector sum of simple parts.

In Chapter 6 , the reader will see from the design evaluations that the 
field behavior of tilted component systems is not unruly; indeed, the . 

nature of the defects usually suggests that by adding just one or two 

more components, considerable improvement could be made. The residual 

defects are simple and systematic, and this enables a designer to 
extrapolate from a given design to a new one with improved optical 

qualities.



CHAPTER 5

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

In our theoretical development, we found it advantageous to 

deal with components as though they were thin lenses, occasionally 
separated by thick afocal components, centered on a ray path that we 

call the reference axis. In this model, there are only four fundamen

tal elements used in optical design: plane parallel refractive plates;
thin refractive prisms; curved mirrors, and thin lenses.

When the field of view is of little or no interest, it is 
advantageous to reduce the problem even further, thinking of individual 

surfaces centered on a ray path. In any case, a knowledge of four 

fundamental elements enables us to design and analyze all geometric 
tilted component optical systems. Prior to any design activity, we 

should discuss some of the capabilities and limitations of each of 

these simple elements.

First Order Properties

We showed how a first order angle space diagram could be con

structed that would show graphically the tilt of the image and the 

exit pupil as a consequence of changing the tilt of any component. 

Although the reference axis is deviated when it encounters a plane 

parallel plate or a prism, all first order properties relative to the 

reference axis after its refraction are identical to those before, so

61
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that these two components make no difference on an angle space repre
sentation of the tilt of the image and the exit pupil, A figure of 
this sort enables a designer to see how each component contributes to 

the tilt of the final image, permitting him to take direct corrective 

action, but we must not forget that we've just a first approximation, 
and the Plane Trace method is required to obtain the exact final result.

We showed that tilting the pupils- had no first order effect bn 
any marginal or principal ray, and consequently would not affect the 

image. Furthermore, the first order height of the exit pupil is un
changed by its tilt, and the effect of tilted pupils can be neglected 

in any Optical Path Difference comparison with the third order trans

verse aberrations. .
We found that only a tilted object plane would affect the 

marginal ray angles, but that if the angles involved were small, this 

effect could be ignored to a design approximation. The only effect on 

the principal rays of tilting a component is to change the angle of 

incidence in a linear fashion, and it is a study of this effect that 

lies at the heart of tilted component optical system design.
Our main concern is to find those particular principal rays 

of the tilted component optical system that are normal to individual 
surfaces within the system. We call these the Local Axes of the sur

faces , for they have the property of an auxiliary axis about which all 

other principal ray angles of incidence must be symmetric. We showed 
how these Local Axes could be expressed in terms of object and image
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space angular coordinates, a process which we called normalization, 

and how the results could be plotted on an Angle Space Diagram.

Our second concern is to find the angles of incidence on each 

surface as an arbitrary principal ray traverses the system. This is 
accomplished with the same Angle Space Diagram, because owing to 
linearity the same normalization applying to the Local Axes applies to 

an arbitrary principal ray.

We therefore have a graphical method for displaying the one 
paraxial ray property, in addition to spherical aberration which we 

hold to be constant regardless of the principal ray in question, 

required to determine the aberration function arising at each surface. 
The centers of these aberration functions, of course, are centered on 

the Local Axes, and their relation to the reference axis is given by 

the displacement of the Local Axes from the reference axis.

Plane Parallel Refractive Plate

This is an orthoscopic afocal component, so that it has no 

first order edrfect on the image or the pupil tilt diagram.

The faces are parallel, the centers of curvature lie at infin

ity, so there is no preferential centration of a plate and its Local 

Axes coincide in the angle space representation. In telecentric space, 

all angles of incidence are the same, regardless of field position, 

giving the plane parallel plate a property that is unique.



Thin Refractive Prism

When the angle between its faces is small, it is customary to' 

term this a wedge. To the first approximation it is a unit power 

afocal component and therefore behaves orthoscopically. Except when 

used at minimum deviation, its Gaussian property is to anamorphose the 
image, but this has no first order effect.

In angle space, the Local Axes are displaced from each other 

by the normalized angle between the two faces. Because its faces are 
plane, it has no preferential centration insofar as the angles of inci

dence are concerned, and further, a line joining the two Local Axes in 

Angle Space will not in general pass through the Reference Axis.
As the wedge is tilted, the angular separation between the 

Local Axes remains fixed. This makes it similar to the plane parallel 

plate, but different from a lens where the Local Axes pull apart as 

the tilt of the component is increased. This results in a simple 

aberration function for the component. • The wedge has some advantages, 

like the plane parallel plate, when used in teleeentric space.

Curved Mirror
We need not consider aspherics since, to the first approxima

tion, there is no difference between a spherical mirror and an aspheric 

one.
The curved mirror behaves simply with only one surface. It 

has only one useful Local Axis, the other one in the unfolded.version 

being merely that of a plane surface. The unfolding enables us to 

impose its contribution to the image and exit pupil tilt on an Angle
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Space Diagram that shows the final result. The contribution is linear 
with change in tilt and does not affect the contributions from the other 
components since they remain on the reference axis.

The Local Axes of the curved mirror and the plane unfolding it 
coincide in the Angle Space Diagram. The designer must not forget that 
he has "mirrored" the image and the exit pupil, so that after an odd 
number of true reflections the real space angles are opposite those in 

his unfolded calculation.
The spherical mirror has three advantageous configurations, the 

first being when the object lies at its center of curvature. Its mar

ginal ray angle of incidence is then zero. The second is when the 
center of curvature coincides with the center of the entrance pupil.
The third is when the object coincides with the center of the mirror.

Thin Lens '
The contributions of a thin lens to the final tilt of the image 

and the exit pupil can be plotted on the same Angle Space Diagram as 
that used for the unfolded mirror. The same observations apply.

On an Angle Space Diagram of the principal ray angles of inci-- 
dence, the thin lens is more complicated than any of the other elements. 

Unless the entrance pupil is in contact with it, the Local Axes of the 

two surfaces pull apart as the tilt of the lens is increased. However, 

unlike the wedge, a line joining the centers of the Local Axes in Angle 

Space must also contain the reference axis. This alignment of refer

ence and Local Axes is helpful in reducing the number of calculations
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required to evaluate the properties of a bilaterally symmetric tilted 
component system.

Summary of First Order Properties
We see that the Prism and the Plane Parallel Plate differ only 

slightly from each other, both being to the first approximation unit 
magnification orthoscopic afocal components that have no effect on the 

Angle Space representation of image and pupil tilt. Both are advanta

geously employed in telecentric pupil space, but when used in general 
space the wedge is somewhat more complicated than the plate.

There are generally two non-coincident Local Axes for a lens, 
while for a curved mirror the second axis always coincides with the 
first. The mirror is a preferred element owing to its technological 

advantages such as freedom from chromatic aberration, but in other 

respects is no different, to the first approximation, than a thin lens 

one side of which is flat.

Third Order Properties 
Relative to an optical axis or to the Local Axis, the third 

order wave aberration can be written in the form:

OPD = W" - Wi 
= |  S! p"

+ J S 2 P 3 cos <f> H
+ 1  S3 p2 (2 cos2 (j) + 1) H2 (5.1)

+ S4 p2 H2
+ Sg P COS <J) H 3
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where p = normalized pupil radius

H = normalized field of view
<p = azimuth of the pupil radius vector, 

measured from the meridional plane
Sj through S5 are aberration coefficients.

The transverse third order aberration is measured by the inter
section of geometrical rays, normal to the wavefront, with the Gaussian 

focal plane. The radius R of the sphere centered on the Gaussian image 
and the center of the exit pupil, times the derivative of the wave 
aberration, gives the transverse aberration. As we've shown, the tilt 

of the pupil has no third order effect on the image aberration nor is

the location of the pupils shifted, so we can express the transverse

aberrations in the form:

which for a selected azimuth gives our transverse aberration polynomial,

[s. »3
+ 3 S2 p2 cos<j> H

+ S 3 p (2cos2<j>+ 1)H2 (5.3)

+ S4 p H2 

+ S5 costf) H3

where u£ = marginal ray slope in image space, or equivalently, the 

radius of the exit pupil divided by the distance between the exit pupil 
and the image. The formulas used to calculate the aberration
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coefficients were given in Chapter 4, and in regard to that it may be 
pointed out that all third order theories of Gaussian optics should 
give the same results. The user may use.any:"technique of- his choosing 
without worrying that his results will differ from ours.

Stop in Contact.
Many tilted component designs, such as those used with lasers, 

or for telescopes, have such a limited field of view that it is often 

sufficient to calculate the aberration function on the assumption that 

the variation in the field of view will be unimportant. We are con
cerned with the aberration along the reference axis and this is the 

same as examining the aberration of components with the stop in contact. 

The relevant equations are found in many texts (e.g., Welford 1974) and 

need not be repeated here. We will simply discuss the consequences of 

placing the stop in contact.

Thin Lens

Changing the shape of a thin lens, also known as "bending" a 

lens, causes its spherical aberration to change quadratically and its 
coma,to change linearly with the bending. However, its astigmatism is , 

unchanged by the bending and a change in conjugates likewise leaves the 
astigmatism unchanged. Refractive and catadioptriC designs with thin 

lenses consequently permit the coma to be altered without changing the 

astigmatism that arises once the first order proportions have been 

decided.
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The axial color of a lens, like spherical,aberration, is dealt 

with using familiar means. The lateral color is a.more serious problem. 

With stop in contact, there is none, and for a thick lens this applies 
when the reference axis contains the principal points. Very little 

design freedom is lost with this constraint and it considerably simpli
fies the problem of color correction in a tilted component system.

Spherical Mirror
Naturally, a spherical mirror has no shape parameter and this 

makes the use of aspheric surfaces more attractive than is the case with 

lenses.
The astigmatism does not depend on conjugate.distance so long 

as stop is in contact. If we have only a single plane of tilt, a 

design cannot be corrected for astigmatism along the reference axis 

(unless it is the trivial case of being a true optical axis) unless 

both concave and convex mirrors are used. However, we can correct the 

coma from similar mirrors simply by changing the tilt angles to opposite 

signs.
When an object coincides with the center of curvature of a 

spherical mirror, it has no spherical aberration or coma. It is afflict

ed with astigmatism.
If the object coincides with the surface itself, we have no 

image aberrations arising at the surface, to the third order, but we 

will have influenced the paths of the principal rays and therefore the 

extra-axial aberrations of all subsequent components may be changed.
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Finally, if the pupil coincides with the center of curvature, we 

obtain the familiar case of the Schmidt camera in which all principal 
rays are normal to the surface. Such a configuration is free from all 

third order aberrations except spherical aberration and field curvature.
The effects of aspherics will not be dealt with, appropriate 

formulas being obtained in the literature (Weiford, 1974). We have 
already described the manner in which the effects of a fourth order 

deformation to a spherical surface can be considered equivalent to a 
single aspheric mirror. It is the designer's perogative in tilted 

component design to put aspherics wherever he chooses, with the refer

ence axis being a common choice.

Plane Parallel Plate
With its infinite radii and parallel faces, the stop and conju

gate locations are arbitrary. The aberration is calculated with the . 

marginal and principal ray angles of incidence, and errors of plate 
location cause no change.

Coma varies linearly and astigmatism quatratically with the 

tilt of the plate. . While it is an orthoscopic component, we must not 
forget that its distortion varies as the cube of the tilt. This leads 
to serious "tracking" errors in rotating prism cameras, limiting the 

ultimate resolution.
The lateral color of a plane parallel plate is one of its more 

troublesome aberrations, particularly when it is used as a beamsplitter 

in a confined area not permitting the use of a second counter-tilted
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plate. It is usually futile to try to correct its lateral color through, 

ordinary achromatization methods.. We generally use a wedge, obtained 

by decentering a lens, to correct the lateral color along the reference 
axis. The correction is unstable over the field of view, however, since 
the lateral color of a plate is variable with principal ray angle while 
it is constant in a wedge.

A plane parallel plate is usually the substrate of a transmission 

diffraction grating and its effects must be included when used in a con

vergent beam of light.

Thin Refractive Wedge

A prism can be reduced to a plane parallel plate plus one or two 

wedges, as can a decentered lens. A weak prism has advantages in its 
own right when used as a beamsplitter, and it is worth considering its 

aberrations. We can derive them by considering a wedge to be a thin 
plate with one side tilted relative to the other. We obtain,

7 S 1 = °

s2 = yu2(ir^)6
s3 = yu (20U + Ne2) (5.4)
Sit =  0  •

s 5 =., y (38u2 + 3N62u +' N2 6 3) .

C2 = y0AN



where AN = Ng - Ng
N. = Ni
0 = wedge angle, second face

relative to the first

u = marginal ray angle

u = principal ray angle or wedge tilt.

We note that lateral color and coma are independent of the principal ray

angle; the stop location will not affect these. The astigmatism varies 
linearly with principal- ray angle. This same behavior is observed with 

linear plane diffraction gratings in a non-collimated beam. Thus an 
appropriate combination of grating and wedge can be corrected for coma 

and astigmatism, independent of stop position. A field corrected low- 
dispersion spectrographic camera based on this property is described in 

Chapter 6 .

Summary of Aberration Properties
Each of our four basic components generates no more than five 

monochromatic third order aberrations and two primary chromatic aberra

tions. Of the monochromatic aberrations, only the Petzval curvature is 
independent of the spherical aberration. The other aberrations arise 

as a consequence of the spherical aberration at each optical surface. 
Because of this the relative proportions of the aberration terms from 
a single component are not independent of each other and a designer will 

be obliged to work, within this limitation.

The process of optical design deals with obtaining the most satis

factory compromises for a specific problem. The problem rarely requires
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the complete elimination of all third order aberrations and the designer 

must be fully aware of the degrees of freedom at his disposal if he is 
to obtain constructions using a.minimum number of components.

■ Itiage'and Pupil Tilt
For a design with a modest field of view, the tilts of the image

and exit pupil are of interest. For the infrared, it is usually desir
able to -have a large image plane tilt since this diverts unwanted target
reflections out of the beam.

The angle space diagram is effective for judging the effective
ness of a preliminary layout. The layout will have been determined at 

first from the. thin lenses used to fold and transmit a beam of light 

from one area to another. Inspection of the angle space diagram shows 

whether some other folding arrangement might be more beneficial to the 

relevant tilts of the image and pupil. However this result is tenta

tive pending the substitution of groups of components for the simple 
thin components used in layout. In many cases, however, the original 

components will remain single components.

Wide Field Aberration Function 

When real components have been substituted for the thin lenses 
used in layout, the angle space diagram showing the location of each 
surface Local Axis relative to the reference axis gives the designer . 

a means for estimating the extent to which the aberration, will vary over 

the field of view. It is evident that unless there is a clustering of 

local axes the aberration function cannot be zero. If the designer
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wishes, he can constitute each group with enough components to permit 

the accomplishment of this. In effect, this is nothing more than using 
symmetric groups for each thin component of the thin lens layout, and is 

not generally a very efficient solution to the problem.

Restricted Asymmetry
When a design has only one plane of component tilt, or two planes 

with the restriction that all components have orthogonal directions of 
tilt, certain formulas can be simplified. For the bilaterally symmetric 

case the aberrations are usually largest in the direction of tilt, and 

it is sufficient to study them only in that plane. If we have calculat

ed the aberrations along our reference axis, the variation of aberration 

in the meridian takes the simple form,

s 1 " 1 slj

where i^ is the principal ray angle of incidence when all components 

are raytraced with no components tilted, 9 is the tilt of each component, 

and i is the marginal ray angle of incidence.
The close ray astigmatism formulas, in the United States almost 

universally termed the Coddington equations, but they have been
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attributed to Thomas Young (Weiford, 1974), were.derived for the princi
pal ray of a symmetric optical system, but we find that those conditions 
apply when we have a plane of symmetry or orthogonal planes. These will 
be described in the next section.

General Design Strategy 

Harold Dennis Taylor, in his patent of 1895 (USP .540,122) showed

that given three thin lenses, all the third order aberrations of a sym

metric lens system could be eliminated, and to the third order approxi
mation the ideal of Gaussian imagery realized. Similarly, we find that 
the number of components required to achieve good correction in a tilted
component system may.depend more oh the problem of higher order aberra-

■fion than it does on the basic third order problem. Very useful tilted 

component systems can be devised with only three components although 
for a high degree of correction more are needed.

The majority of actual optical designs, those intended for 

fabrication, are sufficiently complicated that analytical solutions are 

impractical. There are a number of exceptions and we discuss them.

Analytical Design Techniques

Afocal or Telescopic Systems
The collinear transformation showed that afocal systems are 

capable of rendering an anamorphic image. The Peklerian telescope, for 

instance, can take a tipped entrance pupil and yield a tipped, anamor- 

phosed exit pupil. For practical purposes, the separation of these 
pupils from the optical surfaces can be increased by adding a negative
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field lens at the intermediate focus of the telescope. This lens does 
not change the Gaussian properties of the telescope since its unit planes 

coincide with the focal plane, an important point to remember in the 

design of tilted component systems. If we treat the pupils as object 

and image, the original object at infinity behaves as an entrance pupil; 

the intermediate focus as the aperture stop; the original image at 
infinity, the exit pupil. Our new conjugate planes have telecentric 
pupils, and we see that the anamorphosis is a consequence of the inclina
tion of the original principal rays. Suppose the telescope has an 

angular magnification of 1OX. Then, if the object is tilted 10°, the 

image becomes tilted 60..4°, and the ratio of the cosines of these angles, 

gives an anamorphic ratio of almost 2. The objection to this type of 

anamorphoser lies in its size, and although it is capable of a variable 
range limited solely by the large tilt of the image, for practical 

reasons it is seldom competitive with conventional cylindrical anamor- 

photic telescopes.
Prism anamorphosers are also easily studied because they have 

no power, no intermediate focus, and their focal planes lie at infinity. 

With the Lagrange Invariant it can be shown that the product of a beam's 

extent times its divergence must remain constant. Therefore in the 
principal meridian of the prism, the anamorphic ratio depends again on 

the cosines of the entering and departing beam. At the minimum deviation 
position, there is none, and depending on the tilt the ratio can be 

smaller or greater than unity. If the prism is used in collimated light, 

it gives rise to no image aberration except the prismatic chromatic
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dispersion itself. Customarily this is corrected by making the prism 
an achromatic pair. Prism anamorphosers taking up very little space 
are found in certain industrial instruments.

A more elaborate design based on the telescope principle 

(cf. Offner, 1975) illustrates that complete first and third order cor
rection can be obtained in an unobscured reflecting system. In Fig. 5.1, 

two concentric spherical mirrors are centered on the object plane, the 

larger being concave, the smaller convex and with half the radius of 

curvature of the concave mirror. By inspection, we see this constitutes 

an afbcal telescope of unit magnification, for the focal point of the 

concave mirror falls on the vertex of the convex mirror. The mirrors, 
being concentric to the object point, are free from spherical aberration 
and coma. Each mirror has astigmatism, but if we put the stop on the 

convex mirror, we can show that the sum of the third order terms is zero. 

By symmetry we see there is no distortion, and because the weaker mirror 

suffers a double reflection while the convex only one, the Petzval sum 

is zero. Since the system has no third order aberration with this stop 

position, it has none with an arbitrary stop position. That the system 

is free from first order errors follows from the fact that it is a unit 
power afocal system, and therefore orthoscopic relative to any set of 
coordinates. The system can be used with a telecentric stop eccentric : . 

to the object plane axis and provide an unobscured optical system of 
considerable theoretical fascination as well as practical use. In 

actuality, the degree of higher order astigmatism in the design restricts 

its usefulness and requires a departure from the prescription we have
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Object Center Image
of

Curvature

Fig. 5.1. Fully Corrected (Third Order) 
All-spherical Unit Magnifica
tion Afocal System.
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just described. Designers are not unaware that first and third order 

calculations represent just a starting point in the design process.

Two-mirror Telescope Objective
Two spherical mirrors can be combined to create an unobscured 

telescope objective. An instructive case is that in which the two mir

rors, centered on a true optical axis, have equal but opposite contribu

tions to spherical aberration. Any principal ray making equal angles of 
incidence on the mirrors will be free from third order aberration, with 

the exception of field curvature and distortion. The distortion:is 
zero when measured on the Petzval surface. An eccentric off-axis sec

tion of this system is equivalent to a tilted component optical system. 

However it has the practical disadvantage of requiring a convex primary 

mirror, yielding a larger concave secondary mirror. Although it has 
been used in small versions as a spectrographic camera, its higher order 

aberrations limit its usefulness.

If we specify that the primary mirror shall be concave, yielding 
a small convex secondary, the configuration cannot have both zero spheri- . 

cal aberration and a real image. Thus the secondary mirror must typically 
"give a smaller value for spherical aberration than the primary mirror and 

only one aberration, in general, can be corrected. If the principal ray 

gives angles of incidence in proportion to the spherical aberration contri- 

butions 5 the coma will be corrected. If a different stop position is 

selected for which the angles of incidence are in the ratio of the square 

of the spherical aberration contributions of the mirrors, the astigmatism 
will be zero. The image will be perpendicular to the true optical axis.
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but the system will be obscured. What we seek is a design in which the 
image is square to our reference axis and free from the more important 
aberration, say astigmatism. That is a good problem to illustrate the 
techniques of designing tilted component optical systems.

To eliminate the astigmatism along our reference axis we must 

satisfy the condition:

Astigmatism = 0 = yi2<J>i6 i2 + y224>2622 (5.6)

where 6 is the tilt of a component, <#> its power, and y its marginal ray 

height. This relates the tilts of the two components:

62 ( 5 - 7 )

We see that the two mirrors must have opposite power, a rule that can 
be broken by departing from a single plane of symmetry. Since there is 

no unique solution for astigmatism, we can impose the condition that the 

Gaussian image must also be perpendicular to our reference axis. The 

equations for plane tracing are simple for only two components, and we 

write,

sine2 = -lilZMliiiei t' = mirror ^
1 - *lt cose, separation

Assuming small angles, the first approximation gives:

6 = -iil/izlej (5.9)1 -

Both equations are satisfied when the mirrors have equal but opposite 

curvature. This turns out to be a desirable practical solution because
it is perhaps the simplest and cheapest to fabricate. Such a design is
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known as a Schiefspiegler and more will be said of its properties in 

the design chapter.

Three Mirror Telescope Objective
If we add one more mirror, we have enough degrees of freedom to 

deal with more aberrations and some additional Gaussian properties.

In order to correct the aberrations along the reference axis, 
we must find solutions to equations of the form:

Ei = ai@i + b 102 + c16 3 (coma) (5.10)

E2 = aaOi2 + b2 022 + c2 0 32 (astigmatism)
E 3 = a30 1 3 + b 302 3 + c30 3 3 (distortion)

Controlling Gaussian properties requires that additional equa

tions be included. By adding all equations together we find that we 

have just a third degree polynomial, deceptively simple yet interrelating 

eight constructional variables. Aside from experience or numerical 

methods, its solution would try the patience of many designers. If in 

addition, we include fifth order aberrations we obtain a fifth degree 
polynomial. For these there is no possible analytical solution. It is 
customary to resort to numerical methods, using the computer programs 

to alter parameters, to obtain the desired physical properties along 
with the required first and third order correction.

Although three mirror systems can be designed analytically, 

most tilted component systems with more than three elements are designed 

by empirical techniques.
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Empirical Design Techniques 

Theory provides a foundation for optical layout and optimiza
tion, but all complicated systems are eventually subjected to an empiri

cal design process, usually computer-aided exact ray target optimization. 
The insights that a designer acquires with experience are no less impor
tant than his theoretical tools. Although this may seem inelegant to 

some, most theoreticians will concede that owing to the complexity of 

optical systems there is at present no alternative to a large dose of 

empiricism in optical design.

Boundary Constraints 

Except for the occasional exercise of curiosity, the purpose of 

optical designing is to satisfy a customer's needs. The customer isn't 

particularly interested in what it takes to do the job, but he may be 

quite specific about the space he'll allot to its implementation. Nat
urally, he'll want the design as cheaply as possible and almost always 

has non-optical requirements that vex the designer. The designer's job 

is to derive a system that fits the purpose, no matter what his personal 
preferences. Consequently, the subject of boundary constraints is fund

amental in optical designing.
The usual constraints are length, width, and height. Weight may 

be added, also transmission, uniformity of illumination, and side band 

transmission for alignment and testing. Specific requirements, for 
instance infrared usage, may require that ghost reflections be elimi

nated, that there be no obstructions of the light path and that the
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image be tilted. The following are some empirical techniques for deal
ing with the more common boundary conditions.

Obscurations: define the ray beam in global, coordinates and prohibit 

an element's incursion. For many designs this is obtained by preventing 

•a major element from varying from its initial layout angle, the other 

elements then having a restricted range of variability for aberration 
correction.
Dimensions: we can simply restrict the range of variables. Again, this

can be accomplished by holding fixed the power of a major component..

When exotic materials are used, an element using it must be restricted 
in size, that size being the blank from which it will be cut. This can 

be done by restricting the range of paraxial ray heights on it, and by 

bounding its thickness and curvatures.
Transmission: one's choice of materials and coatings have an obvious

effect on this. However, i f the designer can find a configuration that 

eliminates elements or uses preferred materials, he inherently improves 

the transmission, perhaps as a tradeoff against optical quality..

Ghost images: both forward and reverse ghosts can occur, and contrary

to what one might think, an all-reflecting system can have "ghosts".
For instance, a sensor sees its own image in the secondary mirror of a 
Cassegrain telescope, and this can be objectionable.•;The best cure for. 

reflection ghosts is to design the system such that no component's cen

ter of curvature can be "seen" either by the object or the image. This 

involves a secondary optical design along with the primary image
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forming design. It is usually constrained by the range of tilts origi

nally selected in the layout, and by the types of components used.
Cost: This is a challenging constraint, and it compels the designer to

contrive the simplest, most efficient solution for the assignment.
Since the relative cost of components has remained fairly constant in 

the industry,experience helps a designer to compare the value of a lens 
versus a mirror, a plane-parallel plate against a lens, and so on. It 

is not within the scope of this "discussion to explore this topic fur

ther.
Tolerances: The cost to build a system is affected by the tolerances to
which.the components must be fabricated and a structure made to hold 
them. . The tolerances can be judged during design from the component 

surface contributions to the aberration function, and these can be 

bounded.
Miscellaneous: The image orientation and handedness are so often
negotiable that we may forget that some customers will be particular.

A design that reverts the image may. be unacceptable and require addi

tional components to perform the trivial task of restoring the handed
ness. Similarly, a visual instrument must usually give an erect image 

and the image must be accessible. These constraints may affect the 
number of components required, raising cost and lowering transmission,

-so that a skillful, designer .will- try to put them to other than passive 

use. - -
Practical considerations are very important. If dielectric coat-, 

ings are an integral part of the system, the consequences of tilting them
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must be known and the.design must respect their requirements or restric
tions on tilt and pupil location. The list is extensive, and the reader 

no doubt is well aware that obtaining a good image is just one of many 

requirements in a successful optical design.

First Order'Layout

If the field of view is small, as it is in many laser, systems, 
we lay out the simplest set of thin lenses or mirrors that can join the 
starting point to the finishing point. If there are to be functions, 

such as laser amplification, performed along the way, additional compo
nents can"be added to permit the "packaging" to be convenient. . After 
this somewhat arbitrary layout is defined, we calculate the powers of 

the components to achieve it. In systems with small fields of view, 

and if space restrictions are not overly severe, there are often enough 
optically redundant components, so that no additional ones will be 

required to correct the beam. All that will be necessary is to readjust 

the angles of the components obtained from the original layout, obtaining 

a preferred optical layout.
If the system has a wider field of view, its Gaussian properties 

may be of interest, but not overwhelmingly important. In exchange for 
the advantages of a tilted component system, the customer is usually 
willing to forego the perpendicular image and freedom from perspective 

distortion. However if we must control these, we can use the Scheimpflug 

graphical embodiment of plane tracing. Given any two mirrors with power, 

it is always possible to force the image to be perpendicular to the
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reference axishowever this may impair our. ability. to obtain good aber

ration correction with only a few components, and so.the convenience must 
be weighed against the lost freedom. One way to insure affine and orthog
onal imagery is to align the components so that, for the object and image 

conjugates, the Scheimpflug condition is as desired; and simultaneously, 
to select the last component so that its vanishing point in object space 

coincides with the vanishing point of the preceeding group. If in addi
tion orthoscopic imagery is required, then the conditions described • 

earlier must be invoked: that the vanishing points also be equidistant 
from the centers of perspective, that being observable in a good layout 

drawing.
An empirical technique for insuring orthoscopic imagery in a 

tilted component lens system is to group pairs of like-powered lens,

counter-tilted about the reference axis. . This guarantees that the

center of perspective remains bn the axis, which also must become the 
true optical axis as well as the reference axis. Another technique for 

controlling orthoscopic imagery is to rely on symmetrical constructions, 
for it can be shown by graphical layout that these are inherently 

orthoscopic. We also recall that we can put a lens at any intermediate 

focal plane of an orthoscopic (or affine) system without changing its 
Gaussian properties. Since we can shift the conjugates relative to the 

true axis and the imagery remains affine, we find that there are a number 
of places where lenses can be added and justified at one set of conju

gates from the optical components- is required, that being achieved by

adding a field element in the normal telescope mode.
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If wide field correction is required, it may be presumed from 

our angle field diagram concept that a large number.of components, tipped • 
in certain directions, give a natural "setup" for aberration correction.
We can save ourselves the need for subsequent elaboration by introducing 

at the start a sufficient number of elements according to the degrees of 

freedom required.

With some experience, we find that the first order design should 
be influenced by the third order aberrations; weak components generally 

require les's tilt to avoid an obscuration problem and have, inherently 

weaker aberration functions. Therefore the designer soon learns to take 

advantage of the maximum envelope allowed by the customer. Those combi

nations of components that permit advantageous simultaneous satisfaction 
of first and third order requirements are found both by layout on angle 

space diagrams, and from experience. Generally, the first order layout 

is subject to continual revision in order that the aberration function 

and the Gaussian properties may be optimized. Thus, heavy emphasis on 

the first order properties during the initial design stage is unreward
ing and possibly wasteful.

Higher order aberration is aggravated by having uncorrected 

groups widely separated, and this also leads to more stringent alignment 
requirements. If we have the choice we should try to correct aberra
tions within local groups rather than across large gaps. This leads to 

a particular interest in designs without any plane of symmetry. Al

though we are mainly involved with closely spaced groups of components 

in this dissertation, the problem of designing for large spans merits
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further attention. Diffraction effects and the Gaussian profiles of 

unsaturated laser oscillators partly invalidate our usual geometrical 
methods. Spherical Gaussian beams can be described with complex numbers 

and by including the diffraction-based results we obtain new geometric 

requirements that we can finally satisfy with our conventional programs.

used to guide us during the preliminary design of our tilted component 
systems, but we require exact raytracing to evaluate the true geometric 

optical performance. Most of our tracing will be done with standard 

computer programs, but for systems composed of weak simple components, 
such as mirrors and plane-parallel plates, it is not prohibitively time

consuming to calculate astigmatism without the computer, particularly

with today’s scientific calculators.

Coddington Equations
If we trace an exact principal ray through a symmetrical optical

system, we can use the information gleaned from this one trace to calcu

late the astigmatism arising along the ray. For spherical mirrors and 
plane surfaces, it is easy to effect an exact raytrace because Snell's 

law becomes very simple. The general expression for the Coddington equa

tions can be written (cf. Welford, 1974),

Design Analysis

Gaussian and first order theory, and third order aberrations are

n' c o s 2 !' 
t'

(5.11)
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where "t" represents distances along the ray in the plane containing 

the surface normal (called the meridional plane), and "s" represents 
distances along the ray in the plane perpendicular to this meridian. 

Exact angles of incidence, I and I %  are measured in the plane contain
ing the ray and the normal to the surface at the point of intersection, 
and all distances along the ray are exact.

rays in a rotationally symmetric system, there is nothing in their 
derivation that makes them invalid for a tilted component optical system 
or for any unsymmetrical optical system through which a reference ray 

has been traced. Their application, however, is only obvious when all 

components share a common tilt direction, or when the components are 
tilted in just two planes at right angles to each other. In the latter 
case, the sense of "t" and "s" properties are interchangeable. Another 

advantage of the Coddington trace is that it gives an exact measure of 

the anamorphosis of the axial image in a reference plane normal to the 

reference axis. The exact astigmatism of beams close to the reference 

axis is obtained as the difference in back focal distance measured along 

the reference ray.

cos I = + cos (- I), n = - n' = 1, which simplifies the formulas for 

spherical mirrors.

Although these equations are usually associated with principal

For spherical mirrors, Snell's law gives I = -I' so that

2 tangential or meridional planeR cos I

1 - 1  _ 2 cos I 
s s" ~ R

(5.12)
sagittal plane
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For a tilted component system consisting entirely of spherical mirrors, 
the designer obtains the location of the image, its exact longitudinal 
astigmatism for rays close to the reference axis, and the exact anamor

phic ratio in the vicinity of this axis by a procedure that can be 

compared with ordinary paraxial raytracing. We have one description 
for rays in the tangential plane, a second for the sagittal. The 

modification for tracing is that the radii are multiplied and divided, 
respectively, by the cosine of the reference ray angle of incidence.

The longitudinal astigmatism equals the difference in "paraxial" back 

focal distance, the anamorphic ratio in a plane normal to the reference 

axis equals the ratio of the "paraxial" angles in image space, and the 
anamorphic ratio in the Gaussian focal plane is obtained by dividing 

by the cosine of the tilt of the Gaussian plane on the reference axis.
The rules for plane parallel plates and wedges are simple 

because R, the radius, equals infinity, and we obtain:

n sinl = n' sinl^

(t - ( ^ ) 2 sin2I ) (^)cos21 (5.13)
t' t

1 _ n / n'
s' s

OPD and Transverse Aberration

Aberration functions arise as a natural consequence of dealing 

with the wave theory of real optical systems. A measure of the aberra

tion is the departure of our model of the wavefront from an ideal
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spherical curve centered on the appropriate Gaussian image point. Since 

third order aberrations are unaffected by propagation distance, virtually 

any spherical reference curve would suffice, but since real ray analyses 

will be affected by choice of reference sphere, it is customary to select 
one centered on the exit pupil. Complication arises when dealing with 
aberrated and noncircular pupils of the real system, but none of these 

concern our third order discussion. When the numerical aperture and 

field of view of a modest system are small, there is little confusion 

in interpreting the results of exact raytracing.

A ray is defined to be a normal to a geometric wavefront of the 

optical system, and the intersection of the ray should ideally coincide 
with its Gaussian image point. The measure of failure, taken at the 
image plane, is called transverse aberration. Since a ray is normal to 

the wavefront, the OPD and the Transverse Aberration, TA^, must be 

related as shown in Fig. 5.2.

TA" = - R d̂p

w = -I TA" dp C5-14)
P

For incoherent illumination, the constant arising from integrating TA' 
to obtain OPD can be ignored, since it represents a change of reference 
sphere, merely a change of phase. This phase is important in synthetic 

aperture and coherent optical systems.
The OPD would be a more natural measure of the success of our 

designs in comparison with third order wave theory, however for an 

unsymmetrical optical system, our computer programs were tailored only
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System.
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to yield a transverse or longitudinal measure of the ray properties.
This is a technical limitation that has been remedied in a new version, 
available too late for use in this dissertation. We can obtain a fairly 

good approximation of the wavefront aberration, OPD, given the transverse 

aberration and the assumption that aberrations of the pupil are small.

The forms of the same aberration types show up differently when 
plotted in OPD and TA^. The qualitative appearance of each aberration 

term is shown in Fig. 5.3, where we have discarded the constant of 

integration.
When the system has its image at infinity, our measure of aberra

tion is angular, where the angle of the ray is compared to the angle of 

its ideal principal ray, giving a plot of Au against the ray's height 

measured in the exit pupil. The OPD is obtained from this angular aber

ration by writing.

OPD = Au dp (5 .15)
P

If the exit pupil lies at infinity, a situation termed telecen- 

tric, the radius of the reference sphere is infinite, its center 

infinitely far from the image, and its form likely to be rather compli

cated from propagated aberration of the pupil. The usual method for 
dealing with this hazy situation is to express the transverse aberration 

in angular form, namely comparing the angle of the ray with its Gaussian 
ideal, and integrating over the image diameter, assuming the aberrations 

to be small enough that this is a reasonable approximation of the wave- 

front in the vicinity of the optical system. The telecentric case can
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a troublesome one in some computer programs and the.designer usually 
skirts the issue, thanks to the extraordinary precision used in computa
tion, by allowing a large but finite distance to the exit pupil. This 

is accomplished by slightly shifting the aperture stop.

Computer Raytracing

All exact raytrace.evaluations of the designs in this work were 

accomplished using the Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, 
program, ACCOS-4', originally supplied by Scientific Calculations Inc. , 

Rochester, New York, with in-house modifications by Optical Sciences 

Center staff. An updated commercial program, ACCOS-5, permits sensibly 
all the degrees of freedom of the Optical Sciences version, plus new 

options that should permit a considerable advance in automatic optimi- - 

zation of unsymmetrical optical systems. All computer programs capable 
of tracing unsymmetrical optical systems should give substantially the 

same results, and ACCOS-4 was chosen simply because it was the most 

convenient at the time this work was done.

ACCOS-4, hereafter termed ACCOS, can trace a ray through a 
diffraction grating, but the final assembly of rays has been treated as 

though each were unrelated to the rest. This is termed.a geometrical 

analysis since the effects of interference are ignored. .
ACCOS, although it has the capability to raytrace unsymmetrical 

optical systems, is tailored mainly for symmetric optical systems. Con

sequently, the routines for obtaining OPD fans in a selected meridian 

do not apply to the unsymmetrical case. The transverse analyses are not
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restricted to the, symmetrical optical system, and while OPD between 

pairs of rays is permitted, the results of the transverse analyses were 

so much more easily gotten that OPD was, never used in the computer 
analysis of our tilted component systems. All results were computed as 
longitudinal and transverse ray intercepts on the image plane. For the 
purpose of illustration, we have graphically integrated some of the 

transverse aberrations plots obtained with ACCOS to give OPD plots for 

a few design examples.

It is simplest to trace a fan of rays in a meridian containing 

the reference axis, and considerable use is made of transverse ray fan 

plots. It is also possible to trace a uniformly spaced grid of rays in 
the entrance pupil through the system and plot their intersections on 

a plane of reference. If plotted in the exit pupil, we obtain a repre

sentation of the exit pupil distortion. More generally, the reference 

plane is the image and we obtain the image aberration. Owing to higher 

cost, spot diagrams were used sparingly.
We frequently use ACCOS1 Coddington-like astigmatism raytrace 

routine.. These longitudinal aberration plots show us cross sections 
of the astigmatic surfaces as the pupil size is reduced to zero, enab

ling us to derive information about the form and inclination of the. 

medial focal surface.
Exact computer raytracing permits us to study the effects of 

higher order aberration so that we may introduce small amounts of 

third order aberration to obtain optimum image correction. For diffrac

tion gratings, we may use exact raytraces to derive the best-fitting
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third order aberration coefficients that describe the.low-order behavior 
of these interesting optical components.

In the next chapter, we discuss our accomplishments and compare 

them with our theoretical expectations.



CHAPTER 6

DESIGN EXAMPLES .

In this chapter, we present a number of comparatively straight

forward designs intended to illustrate facets of the theory and design 
techniques we discussed in earlier chapters. With the exception of the 

last example, our designs resulted from practical work assignments, 

were fabricated, and proved in practice. Our bne exception, a six 

element lens system, was devised to show that we might fully correct 
a tilted component system for its Gaussian and third order properties 

over a significant field of view, as our theory predicts.

Single Component Designs 
Single mirrors, spherical or aspheric, are important workhorses 

in the optical laboratory. If they are used intelligently, they are 

quite sufficient for a large number of purposes.

Tipped Spherical Mirrors
Consider a long radius (weak) spherical mirror with an aperture 

stop not in contact. Table 6.1 gives the design prescription for such 
a system which was used as a wide-field collimator. Its stop position 

was chosen, by analogy with the Schmidt camera, to lie approximately 

at its center of,curvature. Thus, its principal ray is normal to the 

surface of the centered configuration. If we take its physical center

line as an axis of symmetry, then it has a flat Gaussian focus and .
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Table 6.1. Computer Prescription for 120-inch EFL Tipped 
Spherical Mirror Collimator

LENS INPUT120 INCH EFL COLLPARAXBUCH -159.73TH -36 576#AIRTH 36576.2AIR
TILT 0 0TH 3047.88AIR
RO -6096•TILT 0. -2.7
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when we calculate its aberrations we find that surface will be curved. 
Note, by symmetry however, that any line could have been taken as an 
axis and to this would also correspond a flat focal surface, and each 

of these would lie at a different angle in the global coordinate system. 
In the context of optical theory, a system can have only one real 

Gaussian focal plane. What we must remember is that the axis is an 

essential part of the system, and an aberration function is described 
with respect to this axis. If we change axes, we must necessarily 

change the aberration function. The designer must always keep this in 

mind when comparing different methods for analyzing the same optical 
system. In the present example, we make the fortuitious observation 

that symmetry has in reality eliminated all but spherical aberration 

and field curvature; and that field curvature could be found by reexam

ination along a number of reference axes which will show exactly the 

nature of the image surface.
Since in the centered description the angles of principal ray 

incidence are zero, the aberrations in the tilted component system are 

comparatively constant; for calculating the aberration we note that 
locally the true principal ray angle of incidence in the meridional 

plane is the tilt angle of the component. For the reference axis, we 

find:
51 '= -.1.435E-4 '

52 = -6.499E-4
5 3 = -2.942E-3

S5 = -.01332
P '
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The angular aberrations are-these divided by the diameter of the pupil.

If we prefer we can calculate the longitudinal or transverse- equivalents 
at the image plane by treating it as though light from infinity were 
entering, rather than leaving, the aperture stop. Likewise, using 

Coddington's equations the longitudinal astigmatism is easily calculated. 

With some defocus to balance the angular aberration, the results are 

shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

Eccentric Pupil Paraboloid
Next, consider a mirror with stop in contact, a common situation 

with tipped Herschelian telescope objectives, and a means for illustra

ting the behavior of certain, simple aspheric mirrors like the eccentric
\ " 

pupil paraboloid or eccentric pupil ellipsoid. For an object at infin
ity, the Gaussian image and the true focal plane coincide. Being per
pendicular to the axis of symmetry of the component, it must be inclined, 

by the angle of tilt, to the reference axis. Since the stop is in con

tact with the component, there can be no Gaussian mapping distortion or 

third order distortion. Yet, relative to our reference axis, the map

ping of circles in object angle space results in images that are ellip^ 

tical. It is essential to recognize this not as a distortion, but as 

an qnpleasing perspective. Gaussian perfection in itself may not satisfy 

a design requirement.
The eccentric pupil paraboloid is a very common optical element, 

but its off-axis, behavior is often misunderstood when in fact it is 

reasonably simple. We can show this by invoking the principle that 

adding a deformation at the stop location has no third order
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field-dependent influence on the aberration function. We may view the 
eccentric pupil paraboloid as a tilted spherical mirror with a non- 
symmetric figuring about its local axis. Figure 6.3 shows the eccentric 
and the true axis of such, a paraboloid. We know that the "aspheric" 

deformation to our tipped spherical curve must be of a form to eliminate 
the aberration along the reference axis of the tipped sphere, so it must 

be the opposite of the field aberration of such a tipped sphere with 

stop in contact. We calculate this with our formulas. We then claim 

that the field aberrations of our eccentric pupil paraboloid are the 

same as those of the tilted spherical mirror, minus the constant third 
order effect of the !figuring’ term. This causes the astigmatism over 
the field of view, to behave as shown in Fig. 6.4. Although just a 

third order prediction, it is a good approximation for many common mir
rors, as we can illustrate with an example. Consider a 100mm focal 

length f/4 mirror. A spherical mirror tipped 10° has as its eccentric 

counterpart a paraboloid decentered by 34.202mm. The results obtained 

from exact raytracing this and the spherical mirror are given in 

Table 6.2, and show that our theory is good.
Simple lenses can be used when the aberration along the refer

ence axis is small. With aperture stop in contact, the astigmatism is 
invariant with shape, depending only on focal length, marginal ray 

height, and the angle that the component is tilted. If we add a wedge 

we can correct the field aberration along the reference axis. We then 

produce a lens with the aperture stop not in contact when viewed on the 

true optical axis. Because of their increased.cost, wedged or decentered
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Fig. 6.3. The Eccentric Pupil 
Paraboloid.
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Tipped Spherical 
Mirror, Stop in Contact

Off-axis Paraboloidal 
Mirror, Stop in 
Contact

P

Fig. 6.4. Field Behavior of the Eccentric Pupil 
Paraboloid Compared with a Tipped 
Spherical Mirror.
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Table 6.2. Comparison of Variation of Aberration in Fields 

of View of Eccentric Pupil (E.P.) Paraboloid and 
Corresponding Tipped Spherical Mirror, Focal 
Length 100mm f/4

Longitudinal Astigmatism 
(mm)

E. P. Paraboloid ' Tipped Sphere

up 4° -2.37 -2.50
down 4° +4.17 . + 4.52

left 4° +0.96 + 0.98

Tangential Coma 
(mm)

E. P. Paraboloid Tipped Sphere

up 4° +.092
down 4° -.119

left 4° +.087

+ .089 
-.098 

+ .080
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lenses are not popular and they present problems of alignment when 

opaque to the visible, as with germanium optics. Further, since they 
can be designed as off-axis and eccentric pupil sections of centered 
lenses, there is little reason to treat them as a study in tilted 

component theory.
Let us now look at tilted component designs that use two compo

nents. The additional degrees of freedom allow a much more interesting 
set of configurations.

Two Component Designs

Crossed Spherical Mirrors •
One easy technique is to combine single components that are 

already partly corrected. A spherical mirror working at. unit magnifi

cation is free of spherical aberration and coma. If we take a second 

identical mirror and cross-tilt it with the first we eliminate astig

matism from our reference axis. Although this result is obvious by 

inspection, it is worth discussing the answer obtained by formally . 

deriving it.

^axial = Wi + W2 = Ap2 (cos2<j> + cos2 ($+90°))

Since the cosine of an angle plus 90° simply equals the sine of the angle, 
the term in parentheses is invariant with <j>, and our astigmatism is 

turned into something resembling power or field curvature. It is a 

conjugate-dependent term.
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Crossed Lenses

Analogous to the crossed mirrors are crossed.lenses where each 

is partly corrected. By uniting them the correction along the reference 

axis is completed. An interesting example is found in an infrared col

limator with unique boundary constraints.

A compact economical system had to be devised that would con
vince an infrared seeker, peering into the collimator, that it was 
seeing an unvarnished image of target space. It was not to see any 

glint or suggestion of optics, nor was it to see its own reflection 

from the target or test pattern at the focal point, which was simulating 
an object at infinity. For this application, all optical surfaces had 

to be tilted so that no image of the seeker's sensor could return by 

reflection to the seeker. Additionally, the target itself had to be 
tilted. Target reflections are sometimes overlooked, and they are often 

more formidable than any reflection from the optical components.
The collimator required just a small axial region of high 

resolution, so that the seeker could "lock on", but a wide field of 
unrestricted optical quality (but no vignetting) was needed. This 
large uncorrected field of view guides an automatic gain control in 

setting the sensitivity level of the seeker electronics. The outer 
field of view is simply a radiometric field.

Given the field of view of the seeker we know the angular field 
beyond.which the.component centers of curvature,must lie; the local 

axes of the surfaces must be excluded from the required "no ghost" field. 

This gave such large angles that it was evident an eccentric pupil lens
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would have to be heavily aspheric to be effective. For.cost reasons 

we decided that two tilted spherical lenses were preferable. The 

next step was to divide the total power so that each lens shared part 
of the "work", which reduced possible problems with excessive spherical 
aberration. We found, in fact, that the second lens could correct the 
spherical aberration of the first without becoming a negative lens.

Our next task was to bend each component so that it was free from 

"central coma", or coma that arises along the reference axis when the 

lens is tipped about its front principal point. To simplify the cal
culation (this design was derived entirely with third order theory) we 

took an equivalent description; four thin lenses plus two parallel 
plates; and made this coma within the first real lens zero. Likewise, 

we corrected the second real lens. Since the two real lenses are close 

together and both near the stop, the perspective points are close 
together and Gaussian mapping would be inherently restrained. Once the 

components were freed from central coma, it remained only to tip the 

lenses. ■
• Some calculation will show that the front principal point of the 

second real lens is 32mm in front of it, and since the lens separation, 

is 25mm, we are not much in error if we assume that.the y-height is 
sensibly the same in the principal plane's of the two equivalent thin 
lenses representing our real lens pair. This enabled us to obtain 

a quick estimate of the ratio of tilts requited. Inspection gave a 

value for the first lens, to avoid ghosts, and that for the second 
followed to correct the resultant astigmatism of the first lens.
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The third order coefficient S 3 = y2 (tilt)2/f. This.rough result was 

refined by surface calculations and the final design was computer evalu

ated. No computer optimization was needed.
The optical prescription of this germanium lens system is given 

in Table 6.3.
The crossing of two powerful positive lenses has generated such

a large amount of image curvature that it was decided to evaluate the

lens system on a curved image. The evaluations of this design are shown 

in Figs. 6.5, 6 .6 , and 6.7. Using principal rays intersecting a flat 

surface tangent to this sphere, with an image diameter of 19mm, the dis
tortion from all sources combined to give a value less than 0.03mm, 

verifying our assumption of low perspective error.

The angle space diagram. Fig. 6 .8 , enables us to see that indeed 
the center of curvatures are out of the field of view. ,We may also use 

this diagram to reconcile the asymmetry of the field astigmatism in 

Fig. 6.7. The two angular axes are at right angles, so that if the 

components have the proper amount of astigmatism in their angular fields, 

relative to their angular axes, the axis of our system should indeed be 

free from astigmatism. If we consider what happens at field azimuth 

180° we see that we are very close to the angular axis of the first 
component so that it will contribute almost nothing to the aberration 
function. The contribution from the second component is virtually 

unchallenged so we expect and find a great deal of astigmatism. At field 

azimuth 0°, the contribution from the first component now dominates so



Table 6.3. Computer Prescription for 300mm f/4.7 
Two-lens Collimator
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30C&M^EFL^F/4.7 TWO LENS COLLIMATOR 
PARAXRUCH -.045E23 31.75
TH 
AIR AIR 
TILT 
AIR RO
TILTTH
n d e l n
ROA IRTILT
TH
AIRPDTILT
TH
n d e l n
RD
AIR
TILTTH
AIRDECEN
AIRTILT
AIRROLEPRT

1E20

376.555 
0. 3.6.35
4.02 .005 539.369
0 • — 3,
25.2222
172.0596 
5.13 0.
6.35
4.02 .005 175.6664
-5.13 0. 267.75623
.7967 -.20297
-1.7 -2.87
- 1 2 3 . 1 9
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Fig. 6.5. Transverse Axial Aberration of 300mm f/4.7 
Two-lens Collimator.
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that the curves reverse; but the angle between the two vectors is 

large enough that some cancellation occurs.
Coma varies linearly with field angle, so that a vector dia

gram for coma would permit us to graphically obtain curves of constant 

magnitude. The process for astigmatism would be more complicated 
owing to its quadratic dependence on angle.

The chromatic aberration of the present design was negligible 
because of the low dispersion of germanium in the spectral band for 

which this lens was intended. When color is important, adhering to 
an alignment along the principal points automatically eliminates 

primary lateral color along the reference axis. It is useful to 
restrict degrees of freedom so that this alignment of principal 

points occurs.

Two Mirror Schiefspiegler

In Chapter 5 we showed that if we combine a concave and a 

convex spherical mirror to form an unobscured telescope objective 
(commonly called a Schiefspiegler), the Gaussian image can be made 

perpendicular to our reference axis and its axial astigmatism set 

to zero. Such a design is given in Table 6.4 and evaluated in 

Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. ,
The object is at infinity, but our reference axis is not 

necessarily the true optical axis. We are only sure that it is 

parallel to the true optical axis.
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Table 6. L Computer Prescription for 2-mirror 4.25-inch 

f/26.6 Schiefspiegler.

LENS INPUT 2 MIRROR 4 
PARAXBUCHTHAIRAIR
TILTAIR
RD
TILTffEVTH
AIRRD
TILT

AIR 
PARKS AIR 
AIR 

- LEPRT

-!ooe?i?E2F̂ 56i M i HIEFSP1EGLER1E20

’3238e 5 
io 2*79167
0o 2,79167=914 c 4
=3238*5 
Do =*6 e 41667
0 © =6,41667
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Designs composed of two spherical mirrors always have an eccen

tric pupil, off-axis equivalent in a centered optical system, since a 

line connecting the two centers of curvature defines an optical axis.
We would be mistaken to assume that all tilted component systems can be 

explained this way. However, it is not far from the truth to say that 
some multi-element designs have this as a preferred arrangement, as we 
shall show.

The angle space diagram showing the principal ray angles of 
incidence in this design is given in Fig. 6.11.

This design is simple and we can, for purposes of illustration, 

afford to explore it in greater detail than space would permit for our 

more complicated designs. The same techniques can be applied to almost 

all the other designs.

The image is anamorphosed and we could determine the amount with 

the plane trace, however, a faster solution is to use the Coddington 

raytrace method. The Coddington formulas for spherical mirrors become 

particularly simple. The sagittal power is the centered power times the 
cosine of tilt, while the tangential power is the centered power divided 

by the cosine. For a design with bilateral symmetry, like the Schief- 

spiegler, one simply traces a pseudo-paraxial system twice, once for 

the sagittal and again for the tangential meridian. The difference in 
back focal distance is the exact close ray astigmatism. Less widely 

appreciated, it seems, is that the pseudo-paraxial focal lengths are in 
fact an exact measure of the anamorphic ratio for a reference plane 

perpendicular to the reference axis. For our Schiefspiegler design.
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the paraprincipal astigmatism is +.033mm, and ft/fs = 1.0031. There

fore, the meridional image heights should be greater than the lateral 
by 0.3%.

To check this, the design was computer raytraced with exact 

principal rays, and their intercepts on the perpendicular Gaussian image 

plane are shown in Fig. 6.12. The difference in vertical to lateral 
height would be expected to be about .003 x 17.5 = 0.053mm. Noting the 

values at the right hand comers of the format, we obtain 0.046 and 0.065 

for an average of 0.056mm. The Gaussian expectations are closely approx

imated.
We used the plane trace formulas in deriving this design. Now 

let us use the design to illustrate the technique of plane tracing.
The object is at infinity, so aj = 0, $i = 0, yi = 0, and for 

mirror #1, = 2.79167°, <J> = +6.175698E-4miir1, t = +914.4mm (unfolded).

Then after refraction, a]/ = 0, 3i^ = 3.00784665E-5, y = 6.16836948E-4, 

transfer to the second mirror, ag = 0, £2 = 6.8992586E-5, 
y2 = 1.41487958E-3, and for mirror #2, 82 = +6.41667 (because N = -1),

4*2 = -6.175698E-4mm~1 (convex), t' to be determined. After refraction,
a. 2 ' = 0, 6 2" = -2.545158E-8, y2" = 8.0117845E-5. y 3 = ~ t" = 1248.1613.
We rotate this plane to be perpendicular to our reference axis,

tan — 2̂-, = -.0018° or essentially perpendicular as it was. Our V  agrees

with the result we obtained with the Coddington sagittal raytrace.
Our technique for finding the aberrations along a ray involves 

first tracing the centered system for the normal marginal and principal 

ray quantities and then following the methods described under design
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theory. For our axis, we obtain:

51 = -2.679E-4

52 = -4.624E-4
53 = +3.374E-5
Sc = +.00608 bP

It should be noted that the proper coordinates for interpreting the 

transverse aberrations are those coinciding with the coordinate system 

of the last optical component.
We may compare our results with exact raytracing, some of which 

is reflected in Fig. 6.9, page 119. Our prediction for axial longitud

inal astigmatism is S3/ u ^ 2 = +. 095mm. Our exact value of . 033mm is
only l/50th wave (0.546 ym) different. A technique learned from expe

rience is that if we multiply each S3 surface contribution by the cos
ine of its tilt, the result is exact for mirror systems. Our predicted

tangential coma on axis is -0- = -. 037mm. The exact value found
k

from raytrace is -.038mm.
For the upper field (+ %°) our principal ray angles are augmented

by the component tilts, and in the convention of ACCOS (our raytrace

program), i = Ic - tilt, where the tilt is taken as the tangent of the 
tilt angle. We obtain,

52 = -3.002E-4
53 = +6.125E-4
S r = +6.6502E-3 bP

Exact raytrace (not shown) gives our coma as -.0239mm, and our predic

tion agrees to the fourth figure. Our astigmatism prediction calls for
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1.73mm, and we find an exact value of 1.69mm. We note that Sc isP
almost the same as on axis so that anamorphic distortion will be small 
and our Gaussian mapping accurate.

For the lower field, the principal ray angle, i = -ic - tilt, 
and we obtain:

$2 = -6.246E-4
S3 = -7.344E-4

S5 = 4.202E-3

So we predict lower field coma to be -.0498mm, the computer giving 

-.0501mm. Our predicted astigmatism is -2.073mm, and the computer 

gives -2.162mm.
Since it is easy to find the equivalent eccentric pupil, off- 

axis version of our design, we will do so and compare it to our tilted 
component description. The conversion is accomplished with the geometry 
of Fig. 6.13. In order to simulate our tilted component behavior, we 

must change the stop position in the centered system whenever we change 

field angle.
The third order astigmatism for this principal ray, which 

corresponds to our reference axis in the tilted component system, 
is S3 = +3.3E-5, or 0.096mm of longitudinal astigmatism, sensibly 

zero. Since both mirrors have equal but opposite curvature, the varia
tion of tangential to sagittal deviation from the Gaussian plane should 

be in the ratio of 3:1, a result in agreement with our evaluation of 

the tilted component system in Fig. 7.5 (see Chapter 7). Thus, the
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Fig. 6.13. Alternate Descriptions of Tilted 
Component Two-mirror Designs.
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tilted component and the eccentric pupil descriptions are sensibly 

equivalent for this two mirror design.

We will not evaluate the design out of the plane of symmetry; 

we can judge from the angle space diagram that the results will be 

almost the same as that for a centered system because the angle between 
the aberration vectors must be very small for the small field of view 
relative to the angular displacements of the component axes. This was 

not the case for the crossed lens collimator where the component tilts 

were comparatively small compared with the centered principal ray 
angles of incidence.

Let us continue on to a still more elabotate design, one con
taining three components with no plane of symmetry. We will find our 

angle space diagram serves us well in a design of this sort.

Three Component Design 

Three'widely spaced components enable a designer to devise an 

extensive number of tilted component systems, each with we11-corrected 
reference axes.

3-D Yolo Telescope Objective

A pioneering example of a three component, all spherical mirror 
reflective design by Arthur S. Leonard is described in Table 6.5. The 

mirrors are all positive and this design may be compared with a Petzval 

lens.
Since the tilt angles are small, we may approximate direction 

cosines with Euler angles. The cartesian prescription is turned into
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Table 6.5. Computer Prescription for 3-mirror 3-D Yolo 

Telescope Objective 10-inch f/13.3.

LENS INPUT10 INCH F/13.3 3D YOLO BY A.S.LEONARD PARAXBUCH -.008727 E20 127.TH AIR 
AIR TILT 
AIR 
RO
m i
TILT
TH
AIRRD
TILTREEL
TILTTH
AIR
RD
TILT
REELTILTAIR
PARHSAIR
AIRLEPRT

1E20

-16764 
0. 4.31355
0. 4.31355 
-1524
16764
3.98361 1.06998
3.98331
1562.1

1.08998

-12192
5.52367 -1.66635
5.52367 -1.66635
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polar form by taking the root of the sum of the squares of the two 
Euler angles to yield the principal tilt, while the azimuth is taken 
to be the inverse tangent of their ratio. The polar description can 

be written:
Mirror 1: principal tilt 4.3136°, azimuth zero

Mirror 2: principal tilt 4.1302°, azimuth 74.698°

Mirror 3: principal tilt 5.7696°, azimuth 106.787°
We obtain a first order tilt angle diagram as shown in Fig. 6.14,

and the principal ray angle space diagram shown in Fig. 6.15. We note

that the field of view is small compared with the locations of the local 

axes. Because of this and because all our mirrors are weak, we may 
expect to find the aberration varying slowly over the field of view.
We may also surmise that astigmatism is being corrected by "crossing” 
terms, while coma is being corrected as a consequence of the inherent 

symmetry of the local axes about the reference axis. But first, let us 

find the image plane and its tilt, using a plane traced from infinity 

in object space. A plane at infinity has the defining numbers.

a 0o
0o

Y 0o
We find after tracing that its defining numbers in the coordinate

system of the last component are:
1.669022E-6

1.003239E-5

Y 'k = 6.134087E-4
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Fig. 6.14. First Order Image Tilt Diagram
with Encircled Numbers Indicating 
Component Contributions and R is 
the Resultant Image Tilt, for 
3-mirror Telescope Objective.
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V uy

(1) Angular Axis of First Component

(2)
Angular Axis of 
Second Component

V ux

\
Field of View of 
Tilted Component 

Svstem (3)
Angular Axis of 

Third Component

Fig. 6.15. Angle Space Diagram for 3-mirror 
3-D Yolo Telescope Objective.
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Reciprocating gives the focal distance 1630,2345mm, and to make the 
Gaussian focal plane perpendicular to our reference axis we must change 

the direction cosines:

- e'k6 = tan = 0.937°

, - “'k^ = tan ---- = o .156°
Y 'k

Note the excellent agreement with the first order prediction shown in 

Fig. 6.14.
To determine the exact ray mapping on this normal plane, we 

traced exact principal rays from object space and plotted their inter
section, shown in Fig. 6.16. A slight counterclockwise rotation about 
the reference axis would reduce the mapping error. The distortion aris

ing from all sources is less than 0.1mm. However, the effective dis
tortion will have to be calibrated on the "best" image surface. Figure

6.17 shows that there is a considerable amount of field astigmatism, so 

we will choose a better plane, different by about 2°, to improve the 
image quality. This affects the location of the principal ray intercepts 

approximately as the cosine of the angle, or about 0.06%. For some 
applications where distortion must be precisely calibrated, it is 
significant. Indeed, the usual description of distortion, namely the 
location of the principal ray intercept relative to its ideal position, 

is not the one usually used in high-quality optics. There, the 

centroid of the recorded spread function is used. This involves a 
knowledge both of the detector and of the optics at each relative
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3-D Yolo Telescope Objective.
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Fig. 6.17. Field Behavior of 3-mirror 3-D Yolo
Telescope Objective, ±%° Field of View.
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aperture. The distortion is changed in a design if the iris is 
stopped down. Failure to communicate with a customer on this point 
can have nasty consequences.

We calculate the aberrations of the components in their local 

coordinate systems, with the principal tilt being the defining one for 
the local meridian. For our reference axis we obtain:

Mirror 1:
5 1 = -1.1044E-4

52 = +1.0996E-3
53 = -.01095

S5 = +.1090

Mirror 2:

Sj = -5.8715E-4
52 = -1.9859E-3

53 = -6.7169E-3

S5 = -.02272 bP
Mirror 3:

51 = -6.4375E-4

52 = +1.9988E-3

S 3 = -6.2064E-3

S5 = +.0193

The predicted spherical aberration is simply the sum of the Sj terms, 

and we obtain = -1. 3413E-3, or 0.3 waves at 0.546 pm. The transverse
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value is .0179 at the paraxial focus, or .0045mm at 'best focus'. 

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show this was a good approximation.
To determine the axial coma, we employ the relative azimuths 

and our centered aberration coefficients.

Coma = Cjcos O-^i) + C2cos + Cgcos . If we have
insignificant wave error in two orthogonal pupil meridians, and as a 

check, in a meridian bisecting these, we are sure that we have freedom 

from coma. Therefore,

<f> = 0° gives IVo = -1. 74E-6
cf) = 45° gives IV45 =- 2. 58E-6
<J) = 90° gives W9q = -1.88E-6

the residual is 1/400 wave of coma, which agrees with the microscopic 
amount shown in the exact raytrace, Fig. 6.18.

Similarly, we can calculate the vector sum of astigmatism,

Astig = A 1 cos2 (<(> -^i) + A 2cos2 ((p-ip2) + Agcos2 

<f> = 0° gives W0 = -. 011935
tj) = 45° gives W45 = - .011930 

<f> = 90° gives W90 = -.011938
The maximum variation in this term is 7.4E-6, 1/300th wave. This is 

confirmed by raytracing. The effect of the astigmatism's conversion 
into an S4-like term has been to shift the axial focus by 

-.01193/u^2 = -8.48. The computer raytrace showed that the best focus 
is at a reference back focal distance of 1621.85mm. Our Gaussian trace 

put the ideal image at 1630.235; the difference is reconciled by this 

third order term.
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005 mm
Transverse Error

-. 005 mm

Relative 
Pupi 1

Fig. 6.18. Transverse Axial Aberration of 
3-mirror 3-D Yolo Telescope 
Objective.
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Fig. 6.19. Axial Wave Aberration of 3-mirror 
3-D Yolo Telescope Objective.
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The validity of the angle space diagram is confirmed if we 
locate at the angular origins Coma vectors proportional in length to 

their values in the local coordinate systems. We find that the lateral 

components cancel, as do the vertical. Insofar as image space is 
concerned, the reference axis is an arbitrary point, and since we find 

graphical agreement with polar numerical calculation, we are assured 

that the same scheme would work for any point in the field of view.
The tedium of evaluating unsymmetrical systems like this suggests that 

extensive use of spot diagrams might be more effective. Fig. 6.20 
shows the behavior of this design over its field of view, focused to 

reduce the RMS blur diameters.

Wide Field Spectrographic Camera

For technical as well as economic reasons, there is an interest 

in placing plane diffraction gratings in a convergent beam. This 

eliminates the light-absorbing elements of collimator optics.

An early example put a reflection grating near the focus of 

a large paraboloidal telescope mirror (Toraldo di Francia, 1949). Since 

the coma of a plane grating is known to be constant with tilt, while its 
astigmatism varies linearly, can take either-sign, and goes to zero at 

the Littrow angle (the angle of incidence equalling the angle of diffrac
tion), the field coma of the paraboloid corrected the coma of the 

grating, and the tilt of the grating eliminated the astigmatism of the 

paraboloid, for one point in the field of view. This gives a satisfac

tory correction over a field approximately the same in extent as that



Spot Diagram Analysis of 3-mirror 
3-D Yolo Telescope Objective.
Outermost circle equals %-degree 
image diameter.
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of the telescope used without the grating. To obtain wider fields of 
view, a transmission grating is usually preferred to avoid the larger 
grating tilt needed to avoid obscuration of the beam.

A design by Bowen and Vaughan (1973) adds a wedge to the grating's 

substrate, correcting the grating coma and relying on its use with a 

remote pupil to insure little variation in its astigmatism. The astig

matism is not corrected, in this design. For limiting magnitude work 

(that is, for stars at the limit of detection) this astigmatism must be 
corrected for it is more detrimental than some light lost by adding 

another pair of optical surfaces. Jorge Simmons of Kitt Peak Observatory, 
Tucson, Arizona, and the present writer both saw that by separating the 
wedge from the grating, enough degrees of freedom existed to permit wide 

field correction as well as to eliminate the axial astigmatism. Ray- 

tracing showed that the grating resembled the pupil function of an afocal 

system. It had the same variation of field aberration as a thin wedge.
Of course, its dispersion was greater than that of the wedge since the 
dispersion of a grating is sensibly proportional to wavelength, while 

for a glass wedge it depends on the Abbe number of the glass. There

fore we had no reason to expect our correction to hold at more than a 

single wavelength, and chromatic variation of aberration would be a 
possible problem; An additional difficulty was that the proposed 
design had to work with, an f/2.7 hyperboloid mirror 158-in. in diameter. 

The field aberrations of that mirror are so great that it was necessary 

to pre-correct it with a three-element field corrector designed by 

C. G. Wynne.
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Further properties of the wedge-grating.design could be visual

ized even before resorting to calculations. Since both components are 
afocal, we knew that our mapping would be affine and distortions would 
come mainly from the Wynne corrector since we intended to correct the 
astigmatism of our design. Our coma was to be corrected by choice of . 

wedge angle, and axial astigmatism by the tilt of the wedge relative to 

the grating. Correction over the field of view is assured since once 
the pair is locked together, and if the angles involved are small, the 

rate of change of astigmatism with the principal ray angles is equal 
but opposite for both elements and so it remains corrected. The coma 

is not a function of principal ray angle, therefore it remains fixed 

regardless of the location of the exit pupil of the Wynne corrector lens 
system. By inspection we can predict that when the exit pupil of the 

pre-correction optics is not telocentric,- the different diffracted . 
orders will be distorted by differing amounts and that the distortion 

will not be axially symmetric. Astronomers make use of the zeroeth 

order image to help identify faint spectra, and only if the exit pupil 

is telecentric can the distortion be eliminated between images of the 
different orders. An additional problem is that it is impossible to 
cause the diffracted and vmdiffracted orders to focus at the same dis
tance without adding additional optical components. Additional elements, 
owing to increased violet absorption, are not welcome.

The optical design of our system is given in Fig. 6.21 and 

Table 6 .6 . Its quality, both in the first and zeroeth diffracted 

orders, is illustrated in Figs. 6.22 through 6.26. For a square field
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Mechanical Center
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Grating Raypath
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WEDGE: Vertex Angle 7.300°
Counterclockwise Tilt 3.160

47.40 Wynne Focal Plane without 
Grating System (4200X)
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NOTE: Use Wynne Blue Corrector (UBK7)
Grating Blank and Wedge = Fused Silica Only.

Fig. 6.21. Transmission Grating-wedge Optical Design.



Table 6 .6 . Computer Prescription for Grating-wedge 
with Wynne Corrector Lenses.

LENS INPUTGRATING-WEDGE WIDE FIELD SPECTROGRAPHW A V L N  . 4 2  . 3 2  . 5 2PARAX3UCH -.004363E20 1981.2TH 1E20AIRAIRTILT 0 0 0 CVAIR -21335.6 -1 TH 5RD GLASSFUSQUAS PH 1.228E-15 AIRREEL 10282.936 GF.ATG .0066667TH TILT 0 0 90REEL 458.1144 AIRRD TILT 0 0 -90TH 23.1902 AIRGLASS rJ3K7 TH 12.7RD 1928.0378 AIRTH 59.7916 CVAIR 564.CC7 TILT 0. 3.16RD AIRTH 6.604 CVGLA5SU3K7 191.4906 TH 12.7RD GLASSFUSQUTH 218.8718 CVAIR 340.614 TILT 0. -7.3RD AT RTH 16.6624 TILT 0. 7.3GLASSUBK7 AIRRD 1529.5626 PARHSPARHS AIRAIR -47.4 TH -.114TH AIR 0 . -3.06AIR DECEN

TILT 0. -5.54 3
AIRLEPRT
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Fig. 6.22. Transverse Aberration of the Wynne 
3-element Field Corrector without 
the Grating System.
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Fig. 6.23. Transverse Aberration at Wavelength 
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Fig. 6.25. Zero Order Axial Image at Wavelength 
4200X of the Wedge-grating Design.
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of 68 x 68mm, computer raytracing showed less than 0.1mm of mapping 

error in the first diffracted order supporting our arguments based on 

first and third order theory.

Further computer experiments, with curved gratings, show that 
we can view them as curved, rulings bounded by air, whose third order 

aberrations are added to those of the substrate whether that be 
reflective or refractive. .This serves as a guide for putting gratings 

on available components, that being, accomplished with holographic 

photography, for an interesting class known as holographic optical 

elements. Diffraction gratings have also been used to generate variable 
aberration for tutorial as well as technical purposes. This is an area 

presently undergoing much development.

Field Corrected Design 

The preceeding examples offer corrected reference axes but few 

had corrected field aberration. At best, aberrations were reduced to 

insignificant proportions by using weak components whose aberration 

variation was small over the limited field of view. To actually correct 

the aberration over a field of view, we need to consider the implications 

of the angle space diagram.
The aberration at any field point derives from the aberrations 

of the individual surfaces, each centered on an angular axis. The case 

is only slightly different if aspherics are used. So long as each 

aberration’s contribution is a function of its angular distance from 

widely separated angular axes, it is not likely that wide field
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correction can be achieved. It is necessary that there be a clustering 

of such angular axes so that sufficient degrees of freedom exist to 
eliminate the aberrations about these points in angle space.

An example of this is when a normal centered lens system is 
tilted. An airspaced Taylor Triplet, for instance, can be used with a 

tilting front or tilting back view camera. Technically this is a tilted 

component system for the conjugates are no longer rotationally symmetric 
about the optical axis of the lens. A slightly more complicated case 

concerns the submarine periscope, Optical groups are separately correct
ed so that tower flexure will not have a major impact on visual resolu

tion, for we note that a sailor's eye might accomodate, as much as 20- 

diopters of defocusing and an unlimited amount of slowly changing image 

motion. If we assume the groups are rigid but the connections flexible, 
a periscope plotted on our angle space diagram would show several angular 

origins, representing each optical group, about which the separate 

aberration functions were each corrected. Tower tilt or flexure simply 

alters the first order properties of the image, not its third order 

correction. Insofar as our theory is concerned, we could have made the 

groups interdependent for aberration correction.
To illustrate this, we have computed a-special six element lens 

that is really nothing more than two airspaced triplets whose components 
are alternated with each other. The components depend on each other for

th e appropriate aberrations to be generated, and the spherical aberra

tion is corrected as the sum of all contributors without respect to
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distribution. The groups cannot be separated; the first order raytrace 

of.one depends on that of the other. They are inextricably linked. The 

description of this design, given in Tables 6.7 and 6.8, and Fig. 6.27, 

shows clearly that there is no straight line upon which more than two 

centers of curvature lie. This is a tilted component system.

The design is, however, corrected for spherical aberration, coma, 
and astigmatism over a 10° field of view. This was accomplished by 
forcing the refracted optical axes of alternate elements to coincide.

The tilts used in defining the tilted component system are interrelated, 

but an arbitrary choice of tilt sets may be chosen. On an angle space 
diagram, not shown, we would find two angular points in the field;

These correspond to the respective refracted Local Axes of each of the 

pseudo-triplets.
The design was computed with thin components, for the additional 

degree of freedom provided with thickness was unnecessary and would only 

have complicated the tedious process used to design this lens system.

The design was forced to be sensibly orthoscopic by grouping 

the components in three pairs of similar power. We showed that if we 

have two. lenses of identical power in contact, displacing them symmetri
cally about a reference axis retains orthos copy along this reference 
axis. The computer program ACCOS, was used to distribute the power in 
this fashion. Although, this is not a mandatory practice, it eliminated 

the need to optimize for first order properties, conserving the limited 

resources of the computer program for a prodigious number of aberration
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Table 6.7. Computer Prescription for 6-element Field 

Corrected Design

LENS INPUT 
6 ELEMENT FIELD PAPAXBUCH TH
AIRAIRTILT
AIRDECEN
TILT
AIR
DECENTILTAIR.
RD
GLASS8K7RDAIRDECEN
TILTTH
AIRDECEN
TILTAIR
RDGLASSBK7
RDAIR
DECENTILT
THAIR
RD
GLA55BK7RDTH
AIR
ASTOPTH
AIRDECEN
TILT
AIR.RD
GIASSBK7
RDAIRDECEN
TILTTH
AIRD-ECFNTILT
AIRRD -
GLAS5BK7
RDAIRDECEN
TILT

CORRECTED -•1E10 5m e
LENS SYSTEI

0 e 2© 855 0© -2.46
0. — © 1171487 0. 1.34218
120.23
“ 73 6 . 6
0.
£°
Oe0 9

.1171487“ 1.34218

“ 4.68595
5.18324

THAIR
DECEN
TILTAIR
RD
GLASSBK7RDAIR
DECENTILTAIRAIR
PARKSAIRLEPRT

3.671536
2.901743

34.311
131.417

-3.671536-2.901743

66.725
197.47
0. 4.68595 
0. “ 5.18324 46.835
210.64
52.9275

o: .43744335.
“ 63.731
2121.03
0. ” o 4374433 
0 e “ 5 e 34.069
0. -.124484 
0. “ .2093513
70.729
“ 151.461
0. .124484 
0. .2093513



Table 6.8. Alternate Description of Field Corrected Design.
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LENS IDENTIFICATION - 6 ELEMENT FIELD CORRECTED LENS SYSTEM

WAVELENGTHS 
5.376006-01 4.861006-01 6.563CCF-01 4.358006-01 7.68203E-01

BASIC SYSTEM DATA
SURF CURVATURE RADIUS KAPPA

0 C. INFINITE 0. 1.1 0. INFINITE t. -1.2 0. INFINITE c. D.3 0. INFINITE c. 0.4 0. INFINITE 0. 0.5 8.31739176-03 l.2G23C'j9 = +02 u • 0.6 -1.35753696-03 -7. 3 660.: JQE*v2 u. 0.7 0. INF I ,N I I F 0. 5.B. 0. infinite 0. 0.9 1.49360866-02 6.6725vOvE*f1 V. 3.10 5.06406046-03 1 .97470006 + 02 c. 0.
11 C. INFINITE t . 4.1 2 4.7474364 E-0 3 2.10640006+02 0. 0.1 3 1.*8939486-02 5.292700:6+01 c. 5.14AD 0. INFTNITF v • 5 •1 5 0. infinite 0. 0.1 6 -1.56909516-02 -6.27 31VvVE+C1 c. 0 •17 4.71469056-04 2 .1 i i 0 3 j 06 + .‘3 L • j*1 F 0. INFINITE U. 3.19 c. infinite U • 0.2C* 1.41394726-02 7.07290006+01 0. 0.—6.60235976—03 -1.51461006+02 i. 0.
2 2 C. INFINITE 6. 5.23 C. INF INITF 0. J.24 3.91451726-02 3.431100:6+91 C. 0.75 7 • 6u93656E—03 1.3141 71,06 + 02 L # 0.?fc c. INFINITE c. 3.27 0. i n f i n i t e v • -3.2F 3. INFINITE u. 3.29 0. INFINITE o • 0.

TNICKNESS
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Table 6.8. Continued.

SURF N1
0 AIR1 AIR2 AIR3 AIR4 A IR5 1.5167986 AIR7 AIR6 AIR9 1. 5167981C AIR11 AIR

N2
GLASSES
N3 N4

1.522379 1.514322 1.526639

1.522379 1.514322 1.526689

\v

1.511437

1.511437

D EL N

,008057

.008057

12

\i
16
1?192C
ll242526
11

1.515798AIRAIRAIR1.516798 AIR AIR AIR1.516798 AIR
A IP 
ATP1.516798 
AIR 
AIR

ti

1.522379 1.514322

1.522379 1.519322

1.5223 79 1.514322

1.522379 1.51322

1.526689 1.511437

1.526689 1.511437

1.526689 1.511437

1.526689 1.511437

.008057
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Fig. 6.27. Six Element Design with Wide Field Correction.
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targets. As with any design problem, we must keep our problem within 
the limits of our resources.

From the linearity of first order optics it is also evident 

that the true optical axis, to the first approximation, must bisect 

the angular axes of the two unique local axes. This in fact is our 

reference axis. Computer raytracing bore this out to within 0.02°, 

bearing out our Gaussian prediction.

The behavior of the astigmatism in the field of view is shown
in Fig. 6.28. The upper curve shows the behavior of the completely
centered system. The lower curve with, the alternating axes separated
about 2.5°, and the analysis is for a 10° total field of view in the

system. Considering that the design was derived entirely with first
\

and third order theory, the small degree of,unsymmetrical astigmatism 

in the field of view is evidence of the validity of our methods.
The coma in the field of view, and on axis, was not plotted 

because it was so small as to defy other than local description. That 

the proper arrangement of tilts and decentrations is necessary to 

obtain correction can be illustrated by deleting each alternate compo

nent's tilts and retracing this erroneous design. ... Where the correct 

arrangement gives an axial astigmatism of -0.OOOimm, the defective des
cription gives -0;14mm, and serious field aberrations are also observed.

More than half the computer program's targeting capacity was 
used to correct just the spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism.

To have also included distortion, field curvature and lateral color 

would have required more than 100 definable targets. However we believe
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that by.correcting a major portion of the aberrations, we have demon

strated the validity of the angle space diagram in showing the way 
toward wide-field corrected tilted component optical systems.

Discussion of Simpler Designs

A six element design was selected because analogy.with conven

tional triplets suggested that regardless of stop position, all third 

order aberrations could be fully corrected. However, a five element 

design with specific stop position can be shown to be a logical candi

date, and indeed a four element design with some first order complica
tions might also do. The angle space diagram suggests that three would 

be sufficient if we disregard the first order image tilt, although we 
expect that given a larger computer capacity even this could be success

fully entered.
A refractive form was chosen to avoid problems with obscuration 

of the light beam. Mirror systems can be designed but the problems of 

sizeing and obscuration would have needlessly complicated the present 

discussion. Further computer programming with our programs is desirable 

to automate the mundane but important problems involved with boundary 

cons traints.
It has been our experience that many tilted component optical 

systems can be derived by analogy with centered systems, although there 

are notable exceptions involving plates and prisms. In every situation*, 

we have never observed a contradiction of theory. There have been no 

exceptions to the predictions of first and third order theory. This
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suggests that possibly other unsymmetrical optical systems might be 

more easily understood and optimized if recast into a tilted component 

system. This would give the designer a model showing the limitations 
iimposed on his construction purely by the rules of Gaussian optics .

He might then avoid wasted effort trying to improve an inherently 

limited solution domain.
Our experience suggests that tilted component optical systems, 

given a sufficient number of components, can attain well corrected status 
over a.meaningfully large field of View. Such designs are of increasing 
importance for the infrared, the ultraviolet> and bthei spectral regions 
where the characteristics of rotationally symmetric optical elements 

have deleterious practical side effects.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Carrying out th.e theoretical development of the Gaussian theory 
of unsymmetrical optical systems, we-have obtained useful insights 

regarding their fundamental simplicity. Such, systems are anamorphic, 

but we've shown that the principal meridians are always orthogonal and 

that in these meridians familiar rules for centered systems apply.

The existence of tilted conjugate planes is not a remarkable feature, 

these occur in any conventional system if the object plane is tilted. 
Indeed, if we have the freedom to select our components, the Gaussian 

behavior of any unsymmetrical optical system, regardless of its complex
ity, can be duplicated with no more than two simple rotatianally symmet

ric optical components.
With these insights, we derived techniques to determine the 

Gaussian properties of real optical systems. These were straightforward 

for the tilted component optical system, being nothing more than a 
formal description of perspective theory. Throughout the work we have 

emphasized conceptual methods, believing that unless a designer can 
visualize his problem, he cannot most efficiently optimize the solution.

We showed how the first order properties of the tilted component 

system are derived from the Gaussian properties. A vectorial, representa

tion of the component contributions to the final image tilt was found to
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be a useful design tool. We saw that changing the tilt of one component 

had no effect on the contributions from the rest. This is tied to a 
major advantage of the tilted component system: changing the tilt of 

any element has no effect on the ray mapping relative to the reference 
axis of the subsequent elements, and with this other fruitful insights 
follow.

We showed how the angles of incidence of a principal ray can be 

vectorially represented, enabling us to visualize the first order ray 

mapping. Straightforward arguments showed that certain principal rays 

are normal to particular surfaces in the system, and in analogy with 

the optical axis of a conventional element the angles of other principal 

rays must be vectorially symmetric.

It was shown that the aberration along any principal ray is 
composed of the same third order constituents found in a simple spherical 

surface or simple component. It was demonstrated that no unfamiliar 

terms arise as a consequence of tilting the components, measured to the 
third order. This showed.that the management of the net system aberra

tion function just involves controlling the separate, well-understood 
vector contributions from simple surfaces. This led us to see that 

designing tilted component optical systems has many similarities with 
conventional optical design. The main difference was that a much larger 

number of "low order" targets must be controlled. Conversely, given 
the same number of variables, it is likely that a poorer degree of 

optical quality will be obtained than in a symmetrical system. The 

difference is compensated by the benefits of using unsymmetric components.
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such as freedom from obscuration of the light beam, elimination of 

ghost images, and the ability to obtain beam folding without adding 
passive light-absorbing components.

We showed that with enough elements, third order wide field 
correction could be obtained. The principle was based on the concept 
of concentricity of a large number of component angular axes. Although 

the result has no mechanically centered counterpart, it is logically 

identical to sets of separately corrected symmetrical components. This 

may serve as a guide for the design of well-corrected systems. However, 

it is also seen in several of the examples that not all tilted component 

systems are related to centered parent systems, for correction along the 
reference axis imposes no significant constraints, on the location of the 
local surface axes measured in angle space.

The discussion was restricted to third and lower order aberra

tions, and for these the problem proved straightforward. Exact ray- 

tracing 'reveals the presence of higher order aberrations, and these, 

as in any real optical design problem, must be corrected or at least 

balanced against small amounts of third order aberration. One way that 
has been found effective in dealing with higher order aberration is the 

use of cylindrical aspheric deformations. These work directly, as in 

the correction of higher order coma, and indirectly by supressing the 
extrinsic contributions to the higher order resulting from beams afflict

ed with third order terms traversing large spans between components.

It is, however, beyond the scope of.the present study to include a 

discussion of these problems.
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We hope that a significant contribution of this work will have 

been to. clear up the mystery- that has shrouded the problem of designing 
unsymmetrical optical systems, for our remarks although intended for the. 
tilted component system, apply to almost any unsymmetrical optical sys
tem. All have the same Gaussian theory and the source of the aberra
tion function is no different whether it be a tilted component system 

or an arbitrarily arrayed one. We believe that the calculations and 

the conceptualizations are simpler when viewed in the context of tilted 
component theory, but they can be extended beyond the present confines.

Modern computer programs have considerabley simplified the 

optimization of optical systems, but without a reasonable theoretical 

foundation, only the simplest designs can be invented by a computer.

It remains for the optical designer to sort through an infinity of 

"maybes" to find the practical, economical and efficient solutions for 

science and industry. Although elementary, we hope that our theoretical 

contribution will aid the practicing optical designer in his pursuit of 

new and better optical designs.
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